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‘what happened
to our future?’
Adrian van Hooydonk

HEY
DU
TEXT FREEK KROESBERGEN

‘What happened to our future?’, Adrian wonders.
Well, ‘Back to the Future Day’ proved that hoverboards and self-lacing sneakers are already a reality.
The film echoes the optimism that defined Van
Hooydonk’s childhood: ‘Technology was something
beautiful that enriched our lives, and we didn’t yet
ask questions about the negative effects.’
Adrian still believes that design can offer solutions.
And the BNO does, too. That’s why we’re contributing
to Crossover Works, with a new edition about the
power of cross-pollination between design and the
healthcare sector. Or lobbying at the European level
with BEDA to gain recognition for design as a driver
of innovation.
But sometimes even design is at a loss for words,
with so many people on the run or under attack.
And sometimes design is no more than provocation.
Just like the salutation ‘Hey du’ can be, in a magazine
that highlights the ties between the German and
Dutch creative industries.* What I’m trying to say is
this: we need to learn to get along with each other.
With our cultural differences. With our planet. Or as Doc
said to Marty: ‘Your future is whatever you make it.’
bno.nl/dude
*That’s why this issue of Dude is available in English and German. In print and online.
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BMW X1

bmw.com

THE ALL-NEW BMW X1.

The Ultimate
Driving Machine

Average fuel consumption 3.9 to 6.6 l/100km (25.6 to 15.1 km/l). CO2-emission 104 to 152 g/km.
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DIGITAL HYPES AND
INTERNET EXHIBITIONISM

shares & likes

TYPICAL

Note to self: submissions for
the European Design Awards.
Deadline and rules at
europeandesign.org

A TASTE OF
DUTCH DESIGN

No fewer than 365 lyrical articles about fonts, typographical
revolutions and other notable design case studies are bundled
into 365typo. Even Dude managed to score a few pages. This
publication looks at how the industry will evolve in the future
and helps readers find their way through the maze of recent
trends and developments. With this book, the initiators – the
team behind Typo Magazine, the Czech typography magazine
that folded in 2013 – want first and foremost to put typography,
graphic design and visual communication in the spotlight.
If 365 articles aren’t enough for you, the corresponding
website contains many more.
www.365typo.com
Imagine you are in the digital land of plenty. Not least because of an installation by Benedikt Wöppel which displays garishly coloured
sweets in between ten aesthetically pleasing homemade movies that parody the YouTube genre. On the wall is a kind of social media
wallpaper: a photo collage by Niels Schrader and Roosje Klap that’s compiled according to an algorithm. Welcome to the exhibition
Planet Hype.

Design is seduction and function, beauty and intellect. The
duality of design is evident in the new Dutch Design Yearbook.
As always, this book presents the nominees and winners of
the Dutch Design Awards 2015, a selection of the best Dutch
work in the fields of spatial design, product design, communications and design research. In addition, prominent critics
analyze the most definitive debates and events and three essays
examine current topics in the design world.

Hypes haven’t extensively been mapped out yet. So commissioned by Museum of the Image (MOTI), Rik van Eijk, Manique Hendricks
and Rein van Leeuwen from the Universiteit of Amsterdam investigated the past decade’s 75 most important hypes. In addition, the
museum asked eight artists to respond to this all-encompassing media culture phenomenon. It resulted in critical and confrontational
work. For instance, fashion designer Aziz Bekkaoui made a new installation out of a group of black dress forms in black creations
combined with different screens that show a gradual transformation into fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld. The work is presented inside
a cube which references a mosque – a fashion Mecca. And Constant Dullaart, who uses the internet as an exhibition space, bought
robots and created fake profiles on Instagram. This army of digital artists has now received 100,000 ‘likes’, suddenly giving him the
same ‘value’ as a real museum.

Sander Manse calls for the design disciplines to have their
own vocabulary, especially in light of the social changes that
require a new design landscape. Saskia van Stein highlights
the Rotterdam Metabolists, a group of young design and
architecture agencies that are working on a new environmental
ecology in a radical way. And Timo de Rijk wrote a brief
history covering bad taste and real taste, which includes a
lifestyle analysis of the unavoidable hipster. The book was
designed by Glamcult Studio.

The exhibition Design my Privacy is running in parallel. It aims make us especially aware of the sometimes terrifying impact that the
unrestricted sharing of information has on our networked society. Countless organisations have access to your data, while at the same
time you’re losing control of it. Or are we actually part of a new generation of internet exhibitionists? This exhibition offers a variety
of possible answers such as Border Check, a browser app by Roel Roscam Abbing which makes clear that when you surf the web, you
don’t take the shortest route, but one that reflects the balance of power in the world. And Roos Groothuizen coded a programme that
condenses all the information about you into a passport: The Consulate of Google. Both exhibitions will get you to think, and perhaps
even take action.
Runs until 13 March 2016
www.motimuseum.nl
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PUTTING CRAFTSMEN
ON THE MAP

Fluid and adaptable design is a dramatic change in
the history of the image.

78

Dyn a m ic D esign / Th e n e w d e s ign re v olu T ion

UNKNOWN
IS UNLOVED

79

Looking for the best craftsmen in the Netherlands? Or for an
expert that can create a specific product? A course where you
can learn a trade? A workshop where you can make something yourself? A place to study traditional craftsmanship?
Or information about contemporary crafts and inspiration?
The Craftsmap is a nicely designed, easy-to-use search engine
that shows you where craftspeople, workshops, courses,
museums and associations are located in the Netherlands.
It utilizes a database of high-quality, specialised knowledge
which brings together this previously very scattered information. The Craftsmap is an initative of Crafts Council Nederland.

Whether it concerns fashion, industrial or graphic design,
Dutch design gets a lot of attention worldwide. But for digital
design, there’s still work to be done – it lacks a clear signature
in the international market. For the past two years, the relative anonymity of Dutch digital design has been a topic of
debate. The magazine Dynamic Design is the latest contributor
to this discussion.
It’s an initiative of digital design agency Mirabeau. The biannual
magazine, which blends trend reports and commentary,
doesn’t contain case studies, but instead brings static web
pages to life from different perspectives and offers advice on
how to present digital content in a relevant and personal way.

www.craftscouncil.nl/craftsmap

According to Bert Hagendoorn, champion of Dutch digital
design: ‘This magazine not only contributes to the overall
awareness of Dutch digital design, it also makes readers
conscious of the opportunities in the field of dynamic design
– in order to better align content, context and design with
the viewer.’

Inspired by Pabellon Ricchezze BarriosEscudero.

‘ the future of design
is making new
technologies useful
and accessible by
materializing them.
only through tactility
can they acquire
a human quality ’

www.mirabeau.nl

From the ﬁrst ﬂicker of inspiration to the ﬁnished
product, your Vectorworks CAD software is there
to help you transform the world.

CREATING EXPERIENCES
WITH VECTORWORKS IS
EASY.

IN THE MEANTIME...

‘Dynamic Design’ isn’t the only print

SPECIAL 2015

RELAX!

Accurate, intuitive, superior.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

initiative to put Dutch digital design
on the map. At ‘dmexco’, Europe’s
largest interactive conference where
45 Dutch Digital Agencies-affiliated
agencies presented themselves,
‘The Digital Dutch’ was launched.
This special edition of Emerce is
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Game
chanGers

DUTCH
CASE
STUDIES
Creativity
that changes
the world

WETRANSFER + ADYEN
+ BOOKING.COM +
TRAVELBIRD + BLENDLE

NETHERLANDS

PHILIPS
INNOVATION
THROUGH
CO-CREATION

01_DMEXCO_cover splitrun B.indd 1

ICONIC BRANDS
KLM & HEINEKEN:
DEFINING
INNOVATION

THE STARTUP
COUNTRY OF
EUROPE

NINA VAN BART,
DUTCH INVERTUALS

02-09-15 15:54

about game changers, gamification
and the Netherlands as a country
of start-ups, and includes ten case
studies about projects that made

www.vectorworks.nl

I

info.nl@designexpress.eu

I

0182 - 756 660

a global impact.
WWW.DUTCHDIGITALAGENCIES.COM
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DESIGN BOAT WITH
INDOOR POOL

SOVIET DESIGN

finally been

t

confirmed by



McKinsey as well.

Your #business needs a chief #design

Time to get down

officer (via #Guardian) http://buff.ly/

to business!

1e7qbzx http://t.co/B7lGoW03fR

Better yet, it’s

IVAN JIMENEZ
@DIGITALIVAN

goo.gl/I84HJW

t

BESTEBUREAUKEUS
@BESTEBUREAUKEUS


Communication, design and architecture are strategic tools. They’re
investments, not expenses. Sign the
statement and spread the word.

The Volga GAZ-M21, an icon of the Soviet automotive industry, marks the entrance to the exhibition Red Wealth. This ‘tank in a tuxedo’
is one of the more than 360 objects on display at the Kunsthal which provide a fascinating overview of the history of Soviet design.
The collection ranges from military toys for the patriotic education of the youth and Mishka, the famous bear used as the mascot
of the 1980 Olympic Summer Games to the Kremlin government’s telephone. Using Soviet design, Red Wealth offers a fascinating
glimpse behind the former Iron Curtain where people weren’t exposed to a culture of consumption until the 1950s. They initially
copied western design, but from the mid-sixties, they created their own distinctive design vocabulary: robust, durable and inspired
by constructivism. The result includes charming retro products and graphic design as well as prototypes that represent a systematic,
functional and social design approach. Besides these objects, the exhibition also includes video interviews with several important
Russian designers. Red Wealth was created in close collaboration with the Moscow Design Museum.
Runs until 14 February 2016
www.kunsthal.nl

as much as £71.7
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economy. Roughly

Our new research shows design roles

fifteen times more

are 41% more productive than average

than in the Nether-

t.co/7UsDu4MvUP #designeconomy

lands. And almost a

pic.twitter.com/70h6Vo9Rro

Design contributes

‘Zvezda’ luxury radio, 1954
(copy of the French SNR Excelsior-52 radio)
© courtesy Moscow Design Museum

Nevalyashka, roly poly musical dolls, 1970
© courtesy Moscow Design Museum

‘Raketa’ vacuum cleaner, 1964
© courtesy Moscow Design Museum

www.bestebureaukeuze.nl

It’s a pop-up fair and group exhibition in one: OBJECT
Rotterdam. Next year marks the fifth edition of this event.
After being organised at surprising locations that change
every year like Las Palmas and Het Nieuwe Institute, OBJECT
will take place for the second time on the former cruise ship
SS Rotterdam. ‘The collaboration was worth repeating’,
explains director and curator Anne van der Zwaag.

DESIGN COUNCIL
@DESIGNCOUNCIL

third of the design
roles are found
outside the creative industries. The
Netherlands will
have the largest

And there’s more. Last year the participating designers
exhibited in the dining rooms, cabins and indoor and outdoor
decks. This year two more hidden gems will be added: the
original indoor swimming pool and former mortuary will
be decorated with original designs by more than 60 designers
selected by Van der Zwaag who scouted every design academy.
‘Because the indoor swimming pool – never before open to
the public – is so extraordinary, we wanted to recreate the
spirit of Huig Maaskant’s design with tiles from Royal Delft
and assembled a group presentation of glass and ceramics
in line with the location.’

creative industries
sector in 2020?
That must be in
relative terms.

t

CLICKNL
@CLICK_NL


Crossover Works #4 is now available!
Unique projects between the
#creativeindustries & healthcare
sector: clicknl.nl/publicaties

With OBJECT Rotterdam, the director shows the cohesive
breadth of this field ‘because many contemporary designers
no longer confine themselves to a single discipline.’ Therefore,
these designs are at the crossroads of architecture, fashion,
design, graphic design and art, and are made from a wide
variety of materials. The exhibition includes established
designers as well as talented recent graduates with participants from the Netherlands and abroad. Together they form
a familiar platform for creativity that enables direct contact
between designers and visitors, producers and collectors.

t

MIT TECH REVIEW
@TECHREVIEW


The Ultimate Ethical Dilemma:
Why Self-Driving Cars Must Be
Programmed to Kill bit.ly/1Xmc3EG

editors still always

t

put design in the



box of ‘fashion and

Designer Jay Sunsmith at Dutch Design

beauty’.

Week: ‘Academies teach you to stay

And newspaper

12 to 14 February 2016
www.objectrotterdam.nl

VOLKSKRANT
@VOLKSKRANT

in your own box’ t.co/ZKzpxpIXKu
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be able to design a concept car, but it’s

JEROEN VAN ERP

As a columnist, I usually find out a few

model. The hurdles are infinite, and within a

weeks in advance who the new Dude will be.

corporate environment superior navigational

That gives me the opportunity to ask

skills are required to ensure that the initial

myself: What is it exactly that makes him or

ambitions remain intact in the end result.

her so special? With Adrian van Hooydonk,
I knew immediately why he’s more than

Under Adrian’s leadership, the brand has

Dude-worthy.

taken a major leap forward. Designers like
Van Hooydonk have the ability to bring

Here’s why: within the design world, we

groundbreaking ideas to life – such as the

talk quite a bit about design and good ideas.

hybrid BMW i8 and i3 – and that’s remarkable.

We love what’s on stage at ‘What Design

He does so with a lot of creativity, know

Can Do’, ‘TEDx’ and ‘Dutch Design Week’.

ledge, oversight and patience. If you’ve ever

Many of these ideas originate within a free

heard Adrian speak, you know that he keeps

context. They have the ambition to inspire,

his cool, and that’s a wonderful quality.

to amaze and to surprise, and are often a
catalyst for discussion. Don’t get me wrong

What’s interesting is the next step. It goes

– catalysts are desperately needed. I actually

without saying that we are facing several

really like them. But to be completely honest,

major challenges as a society, including

I sometimes find it a bit too easy to just

numerous aspects related to the environ-

be the instigator and not have to take any

ment and mobility. I’m convinced that as

responsibility for the implementation.

designers, we can only make a fundamental
contribution if we start thinking and acting

der

By xan

The ambitions of Adrian and BMW certainly

at a more systemic level. I also believe that

don’t deviate from what I’ve outlined above.

it’s a ‘must’ for the automotive industry to

The car brand also wants to surprise, amaze

operate this way. With the i Series and car

and be meaningful – but with the goal that

sharing programme DriveNow, BMW has

the cars sell like hot cakes. Van Hooydonk

made a cautious start. But new competitors

heads up a team of top-notch designers.

like Apple and Google are certainly not

You could compare his role to a director:

insignificant. That’s why I’m looking forward

he steers his designers with his knowledge

to Van Hooydonk and BMW’s vision for the

and experience, and knows how to get the

future of our mobility system. I’m very curious

most out of his team. It’s obviously nice to

to find out if they can think beyond the car.

Simply grateful
Christmas came early for us at Drukwerkdeal.nl. No, Santa didn’t change his tight schedule. We have dozens of
designers to thank for that merry feeling at our offices. Their talent made our Christmas card design contest a
joyous occasion. The result: nearly 100 pixel perfect card designs. So thank you designers, for making our holidays
even merrier! Without you, print would just be a sheet of paper.
See all submitted designs at:

www.drukwerkdeal.nl/christmascards
15
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adrian van hooydonk

When it comes to the European economy, a lot depends on
the German automotive industry. Shortly after our interview, the whole world seemed to panic when Volkswagen
got into serious trouble. Nowhere is the power of the German
automotive industry as clearly on display as during the
Internationale Automobil-Ausstellung, IAA for short, which
this year attracted hundreds of thousands of visitors and
easily tripled hotel prices in expo city Frankfurt. During
the trade show, Adrian van Hooydonk, chief designer at
BMW Group, works out of the back office of the enormous
BMW pavilion. In the quiet office, Van Hooydonk endear
ingly and precisely explains his views on the relationship
between cars and society, car design in general and that
of BMW in particular.
TEXT TIMO DE RIJK × PORTRAIT CHRISTIAN KAIN

Adrian van Hooydonk doesn’t deny that it
was ‘little boy’s dreams’ that once put him
on the path to car design. After studying
Industrial Design at the TU Delft, he moved
to Vevey, Switzerland to specialise in car
design at the Art Center College of Design.
In those days, Delft wasn’t exactly ‘automotive minded’. Van Hooydonk’s graduation
project was a design for a vacuum cleaner,
a product that ‘came closest to something
on wheels’. It appears that Van Hooydonk,
following in the footsteps of individuals
such as Lagaay from Porsche and Fedde
Talsma at Volvo, is part of an entire generation of Dutch designers with an interest in
an industry that barely existed in this country.
That’s also how Laurens van den Acker (first
Mazda, now Renault) and the younger Lowie
Vermeersch (Pininfarina, now Granstudio)
built international careers. Many years later,
design critic and car enthusiast Stephen
Bayley would travel to the TU Delft and
wonder how it was possible that ‘the Dutch
were taking over the automotive industry’.
A bittersweet conclusion, due to the collapse
of the British car industry and the almost
complete absence of car production in the
history of the small Netherlands.

‘ technology
was something
beautiful that
enriched our lives,
and we didn’t
yet ask questions
about the
negative effects’

ADRIAN VAN
HOOYDONK
— EST. 1964 —

Adrian van Hooydonk studied
industrial design at the TU Delft,
and later earned his post-graduate

degree at the Art Center College
of Design in Vevey, Switzerland.
In 1992, Van Hooydonk started

WHAT HAPPENED TO OUR FUTURE?
Now, in reality, everything must be very
different from the dreams of young Van
Hooydonk. But the fact remains that the
good memories of this bright technological
future still play an important role for him
and his generation. What made the future
so bright back then and why are we now
so cautious about everything we propose
for tomorrow? Van Hooydonk: ‘In my childhood, there were new things, new products
with new capabilities that dramatically
changed our lives. Technical devices were
also improving: cars, telephones, the black
and white television and then the world
in full colour. Technology was something
beautiful that enriched our lives, and we
didn’t yet ask questions about the negative
effects – they simply didn’t exist.’

According to Van Hooydonk, his childhood
was marked by boundless optimism:
everything new was good and technology
made an obvious contribution to a better life.

19

as a designer at the BMW Group,
and from 2001 to 2004 he was
director of the internationally
renowned design agency DesignworksUSA, a subsidiary of the
automotive company. In 2009,
he became head of BMW’s design
department.
Adrian van Hooydonk has left his
mark on the design of the BMW 6
and 7 Series, among others. More
recently, he was responsible for
the design of the new Mini, a car
that was manufactured in Born
at VDL Nedcar, ultimately saving
the company. In April this year,
Van Hooydonk was appointed
honorary member of the Association of Dutch Designers (BNO)
for his outstanding contributions
to the design profession.

dude

‘ we had nearly resigned
ourselves to the fact that
the world’s population
was rapidly depleting our
oil and mineral resources ’

The 1960s represented putting a man on the
moon, which actually occurred within ten
years of President Kennedy’s announcement.
Design and technology are the expressions
of their time, and certainly the cars reflected
society and everything that was going on in
terms of fears, dreams and desires. But that’s
looking back with nostalgia and wonder, as
well as with the realisation that something
has changed for the expectations of the
future. Van Hooydonk: ‘You can see it with
the most advanced products like aircraft.
The design of the Boeing 747 is nearly half a
century old, and it’s still flying today. What
does “modern” mean anymore and what has
happened to the future that we all believed
in without reservations?’
Van Hooydonk believes that it is of utmost
importance for the automotive industry
– and certainly for designers and strategists
in the industry – to ask themselves what role
technology plays in society, and how that
role can be translated into a technical product
that presents a possible view of the future.
And while that future appears so much
more uncertain and is being approached
more reluctantly. Van Hooydonk: ‘The fact
is that the public is now much more critical
with respect to the proposals that companies like BMW make for the future. In the
sixties, if you came up with a car with six
seats, a coffee table and a television, and
the driver sat separately in a kind of round
cockpit up front, everyone thought it was
amazing. It obviously wasn’t viewed as a
realistic idea of the future, but it was a type
of imagination that was appreciated from
car manufacturers.’

SELF-DRIVING CARS

‘It’s only a matter of time before
self-driving cars become part of
our everyday lives. That will have
an impact on the interior and
connectivity features of cars
because they will be used in
a different way. But we believe
that in certain situations, our
customers will always want a
driving experience that literally
puts them behind the wheel,
and we’ll continue to address
that need.’

20

adrian van hooydonk

The BMW i Remote App (left) and the BMW i Wallbox Pro: communicate with your car using your smartwatch
and fast, stylish charging in your garage.

IDEAL

‘Nowadays, a proposal has to make sense;
an unrealistic scenario, a product that
results from a “what if” idea is no longer
tolerated. In any case, not if it’s presented
by a company like ours. Of course, we have
of our ways of exploring and launching
such ideas, including by collaborating with
designers from outside our company –
Scholten & Baijings or Patricia Urquiola, for
example. But that’s still a specific exploration
of an idea or an application of a new material. We don’t actually make radical concept
cars anymore like we saw in the 1960s.’

and BMW wanted to respond to new developments in drive systems and energy with
these concepts. Van Hooydonk: ‘Until about
ten years ago, we had nearly resigned our
selves to the fact that the world’s population
was rapidly depleting our oil and mineral
resources. Everyone pretty much hoped that
the collapse would be a long way off. We
believed that this kind of passivity no longer
suited a leading car manufacturer. Around
2010, you started seeing structural contributions and solutions rapidly emerging for
problems in the areas of ecology and energy.’

SHARING VERSUS
OWNING

‘Sharing is an important trend;
at BMW, we can see that from the
use of our car sharing programme
“DriveNow”. It’s a service that’s
particularly attractive to young
people who want to take advantage of the freedom and personal
mobility of a car without the
associated costs of insurance,

THE BEST IS YET TO COME
However, in 2009 many regular visitors of
major car shows got the idea that BMW was
moving in a completely different direction.
The proposal for what has now become the
BMW i8 – back then called “Vision Efficient
Dynamics” – was very different from what
people expected from BMW, and although
the model was somewhat distanced from the
core brand, it was clear that Van Hooydonk

‘From the very beginning, our BMW i3 and
i8 models were concepts that capitalized on
the new types of hybrid and electric drive
systems. They are obviously two very different
cars. The i3, which we first presented as a
concept at IAA in 2011 – is a city car that
maximises the benefits of purely electric
driving in the city, in contrast to the much
sportier plug-in hybrid car i8. We wanted
to emphasize the new technology of these

22

taxes or a garage. We believe that
sharing can also be very successful in other mobility fields, which
is why we’re currently looking
at a wide range of possibilities
for the user.’


Even more so than the i8, the
i3 is BMW’s car of the future.
It’s more affordable and better
suited to an urban environment.
And popular, too! In German,
one out of every four electric
cars sold is an i3; worldwide it’s
one in ten.

cars without applying the conventional
characteristics that seem to be typical of the
automotive industry and the internal combustion engine: adding spoilers, for example.
We also didn’t want to lose the driving
pleasure and sporty appearance that are
associated with BMW, but instead couple that
with new values like a quiet and clean drive
system. The design of the models had to
provide a real alternative to the traditional
preferences of the “petrol head”.’
Van Hooydonk stresses that it wasn’t an
intentional strategy to first present these
cars as ‘concepts’ and then later turn them
into production models. Although the cars
were announced in commercials long before
they were available, it was apparently not in
anticipation of the decision to start producing
them. Van Hooydonk: ‘It was actually the
other way round. We had made the concepts
to present our vision of the ‘car of the future’
and emphasize our relationship with clean
energy. But the concepts generated a strong
reaction and we decided to see if it would
be feasible to start producing them. Our
approach to the concepts facilitated that
process. For example, we had actually already
extensively tested the i3 and i8 in a wind
tunnel during the design phase. We had also
done in-depth fact checking to ensure that
the models would be relatively easy to
produce in the form that was shown with
the concepts.’
Of course, the i3 is not just any translation
of the electric drive system, but a completely
different kind of car, with a different design
than what BMW drivers are accustomed to
from the brand. Van Hooydonk: ‘The i3 is
perhaps the least BMW-like, but then compared to the BMW as we had known it before.
My mission is to imagine the BMW of the

future, and the i3 fits within that framework.’
In a sense, the i3 is not only symbolic of the
potential future of BMW, it’s also an expression of the trepidation that many people
have about the future; proof that the future
will no longer be faced without reservations.
Van Hooydonk: ‘In fact, there are many
people, including BMW drivers, who have
a nostalgic view of driving. It’s often what
they call “real driving”, referring to the past
as a time “when they still made nice cars”.’
‘I agree with them that looking to the past
can result in beautiful cars, but as a designer,
I obviously can’t resign myself to the idea
that the best is already behind us. The best
is yet to be designed! But to connect to the
good feelings of the past, we have, which
I believe is unique, created a new kind of
concept car. Of course, you have concepts
that are a prelude to something new, of
what’s ahead. You also have “vision cars”:
barely feasible cars that give an impression
of the distant future. We came up with the
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“hommage car”, which attempts to reflect on
a historic model that’s often very well known
and has greatly contributed to the brand.
We try to connect it to our vision to make
an improvement on the “classic car”.’
LESSONS LEARNED
Van Hooydonk is the last to suggest that
his design teams work in a vacuum. It’s a
collaboration between the managers and
marketing department and it all takes place
in the modern world with all its developments. Yet it’s still hard to escape from
the impression that design, and therefore
the design department has a much more
prominent position in BMW’s profile. Van
Hooydonk: ‘We certainly don’t exclusively
respond to questions from the business.
My vision is that as designers, we have to
keep delivering more ideas than the company
needs or can handle. Suppose we had too few
ideas – then we would really have problems.
Design is a professional sport. The concept
car is the “practice”; that’s where you make
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‘ I obviously can’t resign
myself to the idea
that the best is already
behind us’

all the preparations and test things out.
And the production of the car is the “competition”; that’s where the preparation pays off
and that’s where it all needs to come together.
As the one who is ultimately responsible,
what matters is that we need to make decisions every day so that we can keep moving
forward. Once you go down a path, there’s
no turning back. The next decision is always
dependent on the previous one.’

you also come up with new ideas. Never
theless, after your analysis you need to find
a way to let go of the rigid framework that
information can also provide. And I mean
really let go: review the information and then
set it aside and don’t keep coming back to it.
In a way, you need to break free from your
initial factual analysis. When you’re drawing,
it’s catastrophic to keep correcting yourself.
You have to really get into a groove and
produce a lot. The latter has always served
me well. Make a lot, set it aside for a while,
and then take a fresh look at your own work
and figure out what’s good about it. I think
that it’s a universally applicable approach
for any designer.’

Louis Vuitton made a matching set of luggage for the BMW i8.

The successful designer practicing in an
industry that barely exists in the Netherlands
still appears to have wise lessons that every
designer and design student can take to heart.
Though Van Hooydonk first stresses that it’s
his own approach, which has undeniably
taken him so far. ‘In Delft I learned to work
with a strict analytical approach. You need
to collect information and try to precisely
determine your direction. I think it’s essential to be able to visualise your ideas: you
communicate your ideas about shape and
significance with a drawing, and by drawing
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CASE STUDY
VISUALISING THE
FUTURE
The car – 130 years old next year – is facing major
changes, in terms of use and technology, with new,
‘green’ drive systems. For Frenchman Benoit Jacob,
responsible for the design of all of the electricpowered models at BMW, the design of BMW’s i8
represented a major challenge. Because the brief
from the management team was: create a car
for the future, with a sustainable, alternative drive
system, which also elicits emotion.
BENOIT JACOB
TEXT WIM OUDE WEERNINK


At the age of ten, Benoit Jacob
already knew that he wanted to
be a car designer. His portfolio
gave him the opportunity to
complete a year-long internship
at Renault. After earning his
degree at the Art Center College

‘We had an idea for that’, explains Jacob.
‘We wanted to develop an optimistic and
emotional concept. It needed to be an efficient
sports car with a much more dynamic driving
experience that other alternative drive vehicles, while at the same time producing far
fewer harmful emissions than conventional
sports cars. And that technology was available to us.’ That was BMW’s i8 technology,
consisting of a lightweight chassis and
frame constructed from aluminium, carbonfibre composite and thermoplastic, with a
combined (hybrid) electric drive and conventional internal combustion engine, acting
on all four wheels. ‘This idea implies the
freedom to redefine the sports car, but at the
same time, forced us to work within a narrow
corridor of opportunities and constraints.

of Design in Vevey, he continued
his career at Renault. Since 2010
the Frenchman has been head
of design for BMW i, where he’s

Once our definition was in place, we started
looking for the right semantics, the solutions
for applying materials and technology.’

working to create the future of
sustainable mobility.

AIRY
Jacob splits up the definition of efficiency
into applied aerodynamics and visualisation
of a lightweight construction, with a nod
to the aircraft industry. He continues:
‘Aerodynamics isn’t new: we’ve known for
years that a teardrop the ideal shape. But we
had to give it a sexy face. The top of the car
already inherently has a teardrop shape –
that determines the aerodynamic DNA of a
car. And wings give the impression that they
are guiding an airstream. That’s how we
came up with the idea to separate the roofline
from the lower body on the rear. It looks

functional, but also creates dramatic tension
in the division of space. And that’s further
enhanced because we didn’t adjust the
streamlined aerodynamic proportions of
the rear fenders after they were tested in the
wind tunnel. The result is innovative and
airy at the same time.’
As is customary in the automotive industry,
the i8 followed a long development process.
Already in 2009, the car brand presented the
semi-electric drive Vision Efficient Dynamics,
a preliminary study for the i8, followed by
the i8 Concept Spyder in 2012 and the preproduction prototype in 2013. In the run
up to the final i8 production model, it wasn’t
only the design that evolved, but also the
various material applications and drive
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technologies, and even the carbon-neutral
production processes in the sustainable
BMW factory in Leipzig. The new structural
materials offered Jacob and his colleagues
many new possibilities, but also limitations.
Both the aluminium chassis and cabin
structure are invisible, constructed from
carbon-fibre composite using a unique
industrial process that BMW developed
themselves. Thermoplastic body panels are
attached around it. Only the doors and bonnet
are pressed from aluminium. The roof is
made of tinted glass.
‘All of these different materials gave us a
great deal of freedom to develop new forms’,
Jacob continues. ‘For good design, you’re
always searching for a balance between
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‘ for good design, you’re
always searching for
a balance between
freedom of form and
the limitations of the
structural requirements’

freedom of form and the limitations of the
structural requirements. A number of the
resulting new parameters gave us the opportunity to break with tradition. For example,
you can see that with the more sharply
contoured profile on the front body panel
which is made from carbon-fibre composite.
That wouldn’t be possible with steel. We’ve
also been able to break up the total volume
of the design by executing different materials
in contrasting colours, such as the black
arrow shape that runs from the bonnet over
the transparent glass roof, and the light blue
graphic accents.’ In contrast to loud colours
like cherry red, canary yellow or acid green
offered by other sports car manufacturers,
the i8 is available in discreet white, light blue
(the colour of sustainability) or black.
PAYBACK
The determining factor of a car design is the
layout of the technical and drive components.
The i8 is a considerable departure from the
prevailing conventions in sports car construction, whereby the drive assembly is located
between the front and back wheels, and
always directly behind the passengers.
However, in the i8, there is an electric motor
in front that drives the front wheels. Didn’t
that restrict the ability to achieve a streamlined sports car silhouette? Jacob: ‘Not really.
With these kinds of sports cars, boot space
is of lesser importance anyway. So we could
fill up the available space at the front with
the electric drive assembly. In addition, we
had the advantage of an extremely compact
three-cylinder engine instead of the bulky
v8, V10 or even V12 engines used in other

dudelicious

sports cars. So we even managed to make
a two-seater configuration with two extra
emergency seats – that’s unique in this
segment. In addition, thanks to the compact
engine dimensions, we were also able to
design an admittedly powerful, but also
fluid shape. The i8 – with 231 horsepower
from the three-cylinder engine plus 131
electric horsepower and a 35-kilometer radius
with the batteries – is therefore not aggressive or intimidating, but instead very elegant
and balanced.’
Inside, BMW seemingly strove even more
for pure and simple functional design than
with the exterior. With the asymmetrical
instrumentation, optimal ergonomics took
priority. ‘It had to be simple, but nevertheless,
a car like the i8 needs a subtle dramatic
expression. That’s been achieved with a
combination of the changing colours of the
gauges and dashboard contours, a head-up
display on the windscreen, an interactive
HMI and a 3D processor for the navigation
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system. It’s quite simply a thrilling experience
to sit behind the wheel. That’s another way
that BMW is visualising the future.’
Two eye-catching details ensure you recognise the i8 at first sight. The first is the
upward-hinged butterfly wings. But that’s
not really characteristic of BMW? ‘Yes it is
– we’ve experimented with that in the past.
For example, in the eighties with the BMW Z1
sports car where the doors dropped down
to achieve a roadster effect. And in 1972
with the BMW Turbo study by former design
director Paul Bracq’, says Jacob. The stylised
nose, with the brand’s distinctive ‘double
kidney grille’, is more obvious. Was including
the grille design a requirement? ‘Well, we even
had a discussion about whether we should
break with that tradition or not. Ultimately,
the grille has traditionally been a defining
element of every BMW. It’s executed a bit
differently than previously, more horizontal
and therefore with a lower nose; that offers
a possible ‘payback’ for future models.’

‘Friends of the brand’ is what Adrian van Hooydonk
calls the signature designers that BMW works with to
explore new ideas. Within these collaborations they
can dream and experiment, almost like in days gone
by. Here are six projects from the car brand’s top
designers, including their own extraordinary work.

DESIGNER
SPHERES / LOS BANCOS SUIZOS

‘Urban Perspectives’ for MINI,
Salone del Mobile 2015.

ALFREDO
HÄBERLI (CH)

‘Spheres’ for BMW, Salone del Mobile 2015. Photo: Till Jenninger.
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JAIME
HAYON (ES)
ARTIST AND DESIGNER
URBAN PERSPECTIVES / MILÀ

‘For the Salone del Mobile 2015,

‘Meteoric is how I would describe

we teamed up with designer

Jaime Hayon’s ascent in the design

Alfredo Häberli to develop a

scene. His success is down to

spatial installation that embodies

his creativity and the courage

the BMW design philosophy of

to try out new things and cross

“Precision & Poetry”. Alfredo is

the boundaries between art and

a passionate designer with an

design. He exclusively uses high-

interest in automotive styling,

quality and durable materials for

and he took a very free approach

his products and creations – such

to the theme of carefree forward
world that lends new meaning to
the luxury of mobility. During our
collaboration I found it very
inspiring to philosophise with
Alfredo about design and mobility,
as he addresses the current
issues on the future of mobility
with analytical curiosity and

as for the installation “Urban

ALFREDO
HÄBERLI

motion, creating an associative

Perspectives”, which he produced
in collaboration with the MINI



design team for the Salone

‘Paying tribute to the Catalano

del Mobile 2015. Taking as its

bench, the Swiss benches have

starting point the MINI Citysurfer

the virtue of offering some extra

Concept – a flexible and individual

function, some extra detail, that

motorised kick-scooter concept

added value I always try to find

– the installation presents the

when I develop my ideas.’

artist’s perspective on how urban

imaginative thought. His designs

mobility might look in the future.

are distinguished by their tech-

Jaime Hayon instantly grasped

nical sophistication in the field of

our identity and swept us off into

tension generated by emotionality

his inspiring design universe.’

and the play with forms: he likes
to dismantle familiar perspectives.

WWW.HAYONSTUDIO.COM

Beyond that, we also share a
passion for innovative materials

JAIME
HAYON

‘Milà’ for Magis, Salone del Mobile 2015.

WWW.ALFREDO-HAEBERLI.COM

‘Los bancos Suizos’ for BD (Barcelona Design), 2005.

and manufacturing processes.’


‘It’s a challenge for me, as
someone who normally uses
materials with thousands of years
of heritage such as wood, metal,
and ceramic, to create my first
product in plastic.’
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STEFAN SCHOLTEN
& CAROLE BAIJINGS (NL)
DESIGNERS

‘With Stefan Scholten and Carole
Baijings, we were able to win over
two designers for the Salone del
Mobile 2012 who are internationally renowned for their eclectic
work and operate at the frontier
between design and art. For the
MINI installation COLOUR ONE,
aware of the international impact
Scholten & Baijings have made
with their creations for years, we
asked Stefan Scholten and Carole
Baijings to explore a MINI One
with their eyes and hands. Their
teamwork has been described
as a combination of “the grace
of female talent with the power
of masculine creativity”. In the
design by Scholten & Baijings,
formal minimalism is united with a
balanced use of colour, and traditional craftsmanship with industrial
manufacturing. But one aspect
above all renders the work of

‘COLOUR ONE for MINI’, Salone del Mobile 2012. Photos: Scheltens & Abbenes.

‘COLOUR ONE for MINI’, Salone del Mobile 2012. Photos: MINI (far left) and Inga Powilleit (left)

COLOUR ONE / LINES, BLOCKS & GRID

Scholten & Baijings so unusual:
their enduring desire to rigorously
question the design process.
It was from this angle that they
also conceived the “COLOUR ONE
for MINI by Scholten & Baijings”

industry: every single component
of the car was scrupulously questioned. Through the step-by-step
deconstruction and reassembly of
the MINI One, Scholten & Baijings
opened up a perspective on a new
essence of things. Their approach
permits a new freedom of design.
WWW.SCHOLTENBAIJINGS.COM

‘COLOUR ONE for MINI’, Salone del Mobile 2012.
Photos: MINI (far left) and Inga Powilleit (left)

limitations imposed by the motor

‘Lines, Blocks & Grid’ for Herman Miller
and Maharam, Salone del Mobile 2015.

installation, liberated from any

CAROLE
BAIJINGS

‘When we design a quilt or pillow
we can add spicy hues or even
fluorescent colours, but furniture
has a long life and upholstery
should therefore have a timeless
quality.’

‘Hotaru Lanterns’ for Ozeki & Co Ltd,
London Design Festival 2015.
Photo: Mar Whitfield and twentytwentyone.

EDWARD BARBER
& JAY OSGERBY (GB)

RONAN & ERWAN
BOUROULLEC (FR)

ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS

DESIGNERS

DOUBLE SPACE / HOTARU

QUIET MOTION / PALISSADE

‘We share a similar aesthetic vision

‘Shortly before the market launch

with the British designers Barber

of the BMW i3, we presented

& Osgerby. Their design is pared

the installation QUIET MOTION

down, their lines are precise. As

at the Salone del Mobile 2013.

in the case of our vehicles, this

It addresses the topical debate

gives rise to ingenious structures,

on a new understanding of mobility

though they never come across

and a focus on sustainability. It was

as complex or complicated. In fact,

BARBER &
OSGERBY

they are minimalist on the one
hand and extremely engaging on



the other. I have been observing

‘We have always loved the

Edward and Jay’s work for some

simplicity and beauty of Japanese

time, and in our collaboration for

paper lanterns and have often

the London Design Festival 2014

talked about designing them.’

I was very intrigued as to how

designed by the French brothers
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec,
whose works I find very inspiring.
I particularly value their ability to
reduce a form to its essence and
to highlight the gracefulness of
their objects through the choice
of materials. Their concepts turn

they would interpret the BMW

innovative design solutions into

brand and our leitmotif “Precision

reality. Here flexibility and trans-

& Poetry” at a metaphorical level,

parency play an important role –

entirely free of the conventional

factors that are also crucial in the

perspective of the motor industry.

design of our electric vehicles.’

The result chimed in perfectly
with our understanding of design:

WWW.BOUROULLEC.COM

in the Raphael Gallery at London’s

graphy: the imposing space, the
historic paintings and the visitors
were reflected from various
perspectives; motion broke up the
static space, while a connection
between tradition and modernity
was simultaneously forged.’
WWW.BARBEROSGERBY.COM

‘Palissade’ for HAY, Maison&Objet 2015.
Photo: Studio Bouroullec.

The result was a poetic choreo

‘Double Space’ for BMW, London Design Festival 2014. Photo: Lee Mawdsley.

polished aluminium were attached

taneously, sometimes alternating.


‘We conceived the collection
without a specific context in mind,
and hope it will perform well in
a wide variety of environments:
gardens, terraces and balconies.’

monumental reflective bodies of

their own axis, sometimes simul-

RONAN & ERWAN
BOUROULLEC

public spaces, cafés, restaurants,

Victoria and Albert Museum, two

to the ceiling and rotated around

‘QUIET MOTION’ for BMW, Salone del Mobile 2013. Photo: Tahon & Bouroullec.
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PATRICIA
URQUIOLA (ES)
ARCHITECT AND DESIGNER
THE DWELLING LAB / SHIMMER
‘Normally we first experience
the exterior of a vehicle before
gaining an impression of its interior.

For the Salone del Mobile 2010,
we joined forces with designer
Patricia Urquiola, designer Giulio
Ridolfo, lighting company Flos and
textile manufacturer Kvadrat to
create “The Dwelling Lab”, which
involved designing the BMW 5
Series Gran Turismo from the
inside out. The Dwelling Lab
provides the first opportunity to
see the interior of a car before
the exterior. The sculpture highlights the growing importance
of interior design, which is
increasingly based on what people
need and want. It is the contemporary expression of wellbeing
– the state of being cosseted

PATRICIA
URQUIOLA

and spoilt with style. The creative
exchange with Patricia Urquiola
was a great inspiration for me.



With her openness and curiosity

‘When you have to deal with

in the search for new solutions,

something that you really don't

she enables people to perceive

like, sometimes things come that

the car in a completely novel way.

are really personal.’

Her objects trigger an emotional

‘SHIMMER’ for GLAS ITALIA, Salone del Mobile 2015.

WWW.PATRICIAURQUIOLA.COM

‘The Dwelling Lab’ for BMW, Salone del Mobile 2010.

connection.’
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REV
LU
TI
ON

Creative, imaginative and with tentacles that stretch across all disciplines
– like no other sector, design has the ability to create scenarios for the world
of tomorrow. Futuristic, pie in the sky thinking has made way for validation.
This doesn’t necessarily mean that the creative scope has diminished, but it
does imply that the responsibility of designers has increased.
TEXT EDO DIJKSTERHUIS
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Van Gogh bicycle path, photo: Studio Roosegaarde

THE GREAT

As the Dutch saying goes, ‘governing requires
foresight’, but for businesses, ‘surviving
requires foresight’ might be more accurate.
If a company still wants to be relevant in ten,
twenty or fifty years, then it needs to have
an idea of future wants and needs. A vision
of the future should also address the major
issues that are inevitably associated with it,
like mobility, sustainability, food security
and energy to name just a few. And because
these topics touch upon the way we make,
do and consume things at a fundamental
level, it sometimes requires a radical new
way of thinking.
Design is the discipline that’s been designated
to occupy itself with visions of the future.
Designers almost always create something
new that has a transformative effect on life
as we know it today. However, the way they
fulfil their visionary role has changed
dramatically in recent decades. The days of
experimentation in the form of futuristic,
almost science fiction-like proposals based

‘ those kinds
of visions of
the future
are actually
provocations ’
on unverifiable assumptions and a strong
dose of pie in the sky thinking are long gone.
Paul Gardien, head of Design Strategy &
Design Innovation at Philips can easily recall
the old way of doing things. ‘Philips had the
Design Probes and Vision of the Future which
both looked very far ahead. A number of
the ideas that emerged from these projects
were eventually implemented and resulted
in actual products – a PDA or tablet-like
devices, for example. But often these visions
were transformed into something completely
different or went nowhere because they were
difficult to achieve. Those kinds of visions of
the future are actually provocations. They’re
meant to encourage a different mindset.’
Utopian views often do well in the media,
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but don’t resonate in the business world in
part because they are created by designers
who operate in relative isolation. ‘It was a
design-led vision and the other departments
– marketing, research and technology – found
it hard to relate to’, says Gardien. ‘At Philips,
design is now integrated into all of the
management teams. It means that we have
more responsibility and need to be more
aware of the constraints. In that sense, the
designers’ scope has been reduced. On the
other hand, we can now concretely influence
the formation of these visions of the future.
That’s an important advantage.’
The Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
and the latest generation of incubators is
an example of where these new relationships might lead. Gardien: ‘Incubators are
still industrial devices with lots of cords and
sensors that hamper direct contact between
the parents and the newborn. At our NICU,
all of the electrodes are integrated into a
blanket and it doesn’t take half an hour to

vision.’ Drastically changing directions takes
time, says Roosegaarde. ‘The Smog Free Tower
very concretely contributes to cleaner parks.
The next question is: How can we clean up
the entire city? And that deals with rubbish,
sustainable production and recycling processes. My design is a local solution, but it
creates awareness and activation. It’s chapter
one in the great revolution.’
TOPPLING A GIANT
‘I’m under no illusions that I can change a
company’s direction’, says Marije Vogelzang.
The food designer and head of the Food Non
Food Department at the Design Academy
Eindhoven works for multinationals such
as Nestlé, Procter & Gamble and Vapiano.
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Smog Free Project, photos: Studio Roosegaarde

‘ without accountability,
a vision of the future
is pointless ’
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Influencing starts on the shelves, photo: Marije Vogelzang

CHEERFUL INFILTRATOR
‘Collaboration’ and ‘interdisciplinary’ are
keywords for utilising design to create visions
of the future. During the development of the
prototype for the NICU, Philips’ design team
talked to medical professionals, looked at
the latest trends in sensors, data processing
and cameras, and worked with the Eindhoven
University of Technology and the Maxima
Medical Center. ‘To achieve innovation
that’s more than simply designing a solution,
wrapping it in an attractive package as was
traditionally the case, you need to work as
a facilitator. Only then can you reach the
next level.’
Daan Roosegaarde wholeheartedly agrees.
The designer, well-known for his creations
like an energy-generating dance floor, illuminated bike path and a smog-absorbing tower,
views connecting different and seemingly
contradictory influencers as his core business.
‘What my studio does is design the missing
link. That’s how you connect tourism to a
bike path and a dance club to sustainability.
It’s a renaissance-like approach – poetic and
practical at the same time.’
But even for free-thinking Roosegaarde,
feasibility has top priority. He therefore
applies the MAYA principle: Most Advanced
Yet Acceptable. ‘To make an impact, visions
of the future need to reflect the experience
of today. Otherwise you won’t get parties
like Heijmans or the city council on board.’
Roosegaarde calls himself a ‘cheerful infiltrator’. ‘To bring about change, you need to
find the outer limits, and as a designer, you
need to seize the opportunities that you see
or create yourself by starting conversations
with people. Innovation is still too dominated
by technological optimization, but its essential role should be to disrupt the current

‘However, I do hope to plant the seeds that
will eventually allow these companies to
think differently about what they are and
what they can be. To do that, in addition to
a proposal that’s focused on improving the
world, it’s important to provide them with
something that’s useful to the company
itself. They’ll only ask me to work with them
again if I answer their design question – and
then I can make a real impact.
Most companies are slow and cumbersome.
For example, as soon as you suggest that
everything should be ethically sourced,
everyone starts to panic. Trying to implement radical change is like toppling a giant.
But because these companies are so large,
even modest changes can have a significant
impact. I think that a turning point is more
likely to be reached with lots of small steps.’
The extent of the designers’ scope also
depends on factors that fall outside of the
design domain. ‘When it comes to major
acquisitions or analysing the potential growth
of the market, designers have very little to
contribute’, says Mark van Iterson, Heineken’s
global design director. ‘At Heineken, design
is always embedded in a commercial, business context. When we launched one new
bottle for worldwide use five years ago, my
department’s creative scope was relatively
limited because the impact on every stage
of the production process was so significant.
But when we developed the Vision of the
Future Club, which we exhibited in Milan
and London, the sky was the limit. That was
our “concept car”, an experimental place
where we could test things before scaling
them up.’
The Vision of the Future Club resembles
Philips’ Design Probes, but on a much smaller
scale. From the glasses and coasters to the
dance floor, DJ booth and styling – everything
was scrutinised and reinvented. They even
tinkered with the all-important flagship
product to create ‘hoptails’ (cocktails made
with beer), and glasses were impregnated with
a special essence to create a brand new taste
sensation. ‘Even my most hardcore innova-

Visions of the Future, photos: Heineken

take the baby out of the incubator. It’s a world
of difference. Compared to the far future
concepts of the past, this design stands a much
greater chance of becoming a reality, perhaps
in five or ten years. As a designer, that gives
you an enormous sense of satisfaction.’

‘ innovation
is still too
dominated by
technology ’

continued

Connected Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, photo: Philips
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Experience in Motion for Volvo Cars Nederland,
photos: Lisa Klappe
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tion colleagues are increasingly applying this
method’, says Van Iterson. ‘Make a prototype as quickly as possible, and then refine
it by testing and making improvements.’
TOO MANY SHARED RESPONSIBILITIES
‘I’d rather take ten steps forward and then
have to take two steps back, than two steps
forward and then have to push and shove to
achieve next six’, says Miriam van der Lubbe
of Van Eijk & Van der Lubbe. ‘Provided that
the client gives me the space and trust
required to do that.’
With Volvo, which asked the agency to
formulate a vision of the future for their
brand, that was most certainly the case.
According to Van der Lubbe, ‘The assignment was almost too open. It then becomes
necessary to define the framework by yourself. We visited factories in Belgium and
Sweden, and studied the development of
concept cars. What we as an external party
can contribute to Volvo, with a 200-person
strong design department – you can’t take
that too lightly. Wild, free thinking seems
easy, but the solutions that you come up
with, no matter how radically they disregard
technical or legal possibilities or impossibilities, still need to be understandable. They
need to be accessible to Volvo as well as the
general public. Without accountability, a
vision of the future is pointless, and has no
reason to exist.’
That’s why Van der Lubbe believes that the
position of the outsider is essential. ‘External

pressure is taken more seriously. If you try
to change something from the inside, you
run the risk of being ignored. We also validate
our vision against external factors: social
tendencies, developments at other car manufacturers, or even broader – in the logistics
sector or the perception of users.
Nevertheless, you sometimes run up against
a company’s limitations. This is especially true
if the organisation is too complex and there
are too many shared responsibilities that
get in the way of each other. The marketing
department is often the biggest obstacle.
They want everything to be verifiable and
measureable and only think in terms of
short-term results. We’ve even backed out
of projects because of that – it was too restrictive. They sometimes come crawling back
after awhile, pleading for our help. Then you
know that they’ve changed their mindset.’
TRANSFORMATION DESIGN
To a great extent, the rise of a more pragmatic design strategy is dependent on the
transition from experience-based design
to knowledge-based design, where big data
plays an important role. ‘I love working with
piles of numbers’, Van der Lubbe admits.
‘A design is simply better if the foundations
beneath it are firmer. And it will be more
readily supported by everyone involved.’
But Van Iterson knows that data isn’t every
thing. ‘We are definitely receiving more
scientific input than ten years ago, and if it’s
used wisely, it can be very helpful. But data
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can only reveal something about the current
situation, not about the future which might
look very different. ATMs are a good
example. When they were first introduced,
everyone scoffed at the idea because no one
could imagine doing things differently than
they were used to: withdrawing money at the
bank and always carrying cheques. To create
actual change, a company needs to have
their own vision, be stubborn and have the
power to push that vision through. If you’re
just following the data, you’ll easily fall back
into the existing regime.’
In the meantime, a new paradigm is emerging.
Gardien calls transformation design the
successor to knowledge-based design. ‘It’s
a type of open innovation in which different
parts of the solution are made by different
parties instead of a single company making
and delivering a product. But this holistic
approach comes with many difficult questions. Who is responsible for the final
product? Who’s in charge of the maintenance?
No company has all the answers yet.’

Technically clever.
www.leukeleu.nl
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changes

HIDDEN
DESIGN

Designers give shape to innovation and are responsible for the
impact of their designs on users.
Now that products are becoming
more interactive, human behaviour is an essential part of the
product-service systems that
they develop. Rotterdam-based
product designers from Afdeling
Buitengewone Zaken (department of extraordinary affairs)
developed a method that engages
designers and end users in the
design process in a fictional
reality. The objective is to
uncover hidden insights early
in the process and get honest
feedback from users while the
system is still in development.

How does this method connect
TEXT DENNIS ELBERS

to the society of today and
tomorrow? Find out at:
WWW.HIDDENDESIGN.NL

CHANGES

Design influences our society.
And our society influences design.
In this section, curator Dennis
Elbers (Graphic Design Festival
Breda, among others) introduces
you to the next generation of
designers that are shaping
our view of the world. They put
their own unique spin on current
technological, economic and
social developments.
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MATERIAALFONDS
BECOMES
FONDS KWADRAAT

THIS IS WHAT WE
SHARE

DESIGN FLOURISHES
IN BRUSSELS

In the same way that the Association of Dutch Designers
(BNO) is the umbrella organisation for Dutch designers, the
Bureau of European Design Associations (BEDA) is the EU
body for professional organisations and design councils from
all of the member states. The BNO and CLICKNL | Design
are the Dutch members of the BEDA.

Jeroen van Erp has been appointed professor of Concept
Design at TU Delft’s faculty of Industrial Design Engineering.
Van Erp will combine his new professor role for two days a
week with his position as director of multidisciplinary design
agency Fabrique. He is also part of the Creative Industries
Top Team and a member of the board of various organisations,
including the Association of Dutch Designers (BNO), Lab
Vlieland and the Design & Emotion Society.

For more than forty years, the Materiaalfonds voor Beeldende
Kunst en Vormgeving (Materials Fund for Visual Arts and
Design) has successfully offered interest-free loans to artists,
photographers and designers. However, alongside materials,
the fund also finances artistic projects and productions in
a wider sense. To better reflect the fund’s work, it has been
renamed Fonds Kwadraat (literally: Fund²).
Fonds Kwadraat supports an extremely wide range of artistic
projects and productions, from gallery exhibitions to tradeshow displays, from art catalogues to photography or art
books, and from experiments with materials to fashion
collections. But it also finances research, residencies and the
purchase of equipment. Fonds Kwadraat supports both
established and up-and-coming artists.

The faculty of Industrial Design Engineering was keen to
appoint a new professor with professional expertise in designdriven innovative processes. The ideal candidate needed to
be a design thinker who could shape visions of the future
and effectively translate them into practical forms of design.
Van Erp’s experience at Fabrique makes him the perfect
person for the job. He’s also no stranger to teaching: he gives
guest lectures for various degree programmes.

www.fondskwadraat.nl

TU Delft dean Ena Voûte commented on Van Erp’s appointment: ‘He will be invaluable in helping us to forge links
between education, research and the business world. These
connections are extremely important to us, because everyone
ultimately wants to see their designs come to life’. Van Erp
is also enthusiastic about his role: ‘It’s brilliant to have the
opportunity to return to your own university nearly thirty
years later and contribute to educating the designers of
the future.’

t

NEDERLANDS
MEDIANETWERK

@MEDIANETWERK

#DNHK and #StudioPiraat launch
revamped magazine #MARKT
@StudioPiraat https://t.co/
LDRNKN3Hmb

The Netherlands and Flanders will jointly host the Frankfurt
Book Fair 2016. Never before has a European country – or
rather, a language region – been invited to host the fair for a
second time; the Netherlands and Flanders already held the
position back in 1993. The Dutch Foundation for Literature
in Amsterdam and the Flemish Literature Fund in Antwerp
are responsible for the organisation of this hosting role.

With 46 national members, the BEDA represents the interests
of more than 400,000 professionals throughout the whole of
Europe. Founded in 1969, the association has been active for
over 45 years. However, BEDA’s most important milestone
is much more recent. After years of lobbying, in 2011, the EU
added design to their political agenda as a crucial driver of
growth and prosperity.

In October 2016 in Frankfurt, the Dutch-Flemish hosts will
present Dutch-language literature in the wider context of
contemporary Dutch and Flemish culture as a whole. The
project involves close collaboration with cultural funds in
the Netherlands and Flanders, in consultation with a variety
of organisations including the Association of Dutch Designers
(BNO). The five days at the Buchmesse and the Dutch-Flemish
pavilion will form the heart of the programme, which pays
special attention to the creative industries and (graphic) design.
In addition, numerous German theatres, museums and
music venues will showcase Dutch and Flemish productions.
An ambitious, versatile cultural programme will also be
developed in seven German cities (Berlin, Leipzig, Munich,
Karlsruhe, Cologne, Münster and Hamburg) encompassing
all genres of literature, theatre, art, film and music.

The realisation that innovation isn’t only a matter of high
technology, but that it manifests itself in Europe in the form
of promising design for the service and social sectors, has
successfully taken root in Brussels. In order to strengthen its
network and boost its activities, the EU awarded BEDA a threeyear subsidy at the end of 2014. The subsidy meant that BEDA
also acquired the necessary financial resources to realise its
ambitious European agenda.
The Design Europe 2021 programme includes the following
objectives:
– Increase the capacity of the European design sector
– Involve design in the formation and implementation of
future EU plans
– Promote the use of design in public sector innovation
– Improve general awareness and understanding of the
importance of design

Amsterdam-based design agency Dog and Pony was invited
to create the visual identity of the host countries during the
Frankfurt Book Fair. The agency was selected following a
pitch involving two Flemish and two Dutch design agencies.
Dog and Pony developed a concept that adds an additional
visual dimension to the Flemish-Dutch hosting partnership.
Leading up to the fair in October 2016, the agency will further
develop this concept in collaboration with artistic director
Bart Moeyaert and typographer Jo De Baerdemaker.

A direct consequence of BEDA’s smooth landing in Brussels
is the strengthening of the European network. With a large
number of speakers and participants from the BEDA network,
Design Innovation Europe II – an international congress held in
Berlin in late November 2015 – provided living proof that
Europe is serious about design capacity building in this part
of the world.
www.beda.org

www.frankfurt2016.com

www.tudelft.nl
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AGENCY
FOR DESIGNERS

‘ISSUE
DESIGNER’
RONALD JAN VEENEMAN
WWW.WOLVENGANG.COM

Photo: Alexander van Berge

Issue designer, what does that mean?

www.yourname.design

‘Wolvengang explores innovation opportunities
for products and organisations. We deliver
ready-made design results, which serve
exclusively to provide inspiration, as a catalyst,
a driver or a ‘horizontal frame of reference’.
We gather the results of our work in so-called
‘issue papers’, a compilation of concise reports
and concept impressions consisting of text,
design, photography (montage) or video.’

Can you give an example of what you do?

.com is so 1997.
Stand out from the crowd and .design your
domain name to reflect what you do!
Dude readers receive 50% off their .design domain
+ free year of email with the code, DUDE

www.we.design
@we_dot_design

We Design

we_dot_design

‘We recently worked for a major waste

Guus van Maarschalkerweerd (DesignConnector) has
launched a new initiative: D agency, an agency for designers.
Van Maarschalkerweerd explains: ‘I often see designers
peddling their wares at manufacturers, and also at my creative
matchmaking business I notice that there’s a long way to
go because most designers are not yet creating designs based
on the needs of the manufacturer. I was convinced that there
had to be a better way. At the same time, I was also approached
by various designers who asked me whether I could act as
their agent.’

processing firm. We recognised six issues
for which we designed six innovation opportunities – six opportunities that the client
had literally never even considered. If they’re
happy, we’re happy.’

Have you ever come across a striking
job title?
‘It’s perhaps an obvious answer, but for me
Daan Roosegaarde is the personification
of uniqueness. And, something completely

There are currently five designers affiliated with D agency:
Thomas Eurlings, Geke Lensing & Jesse Visser, Roderick Vos,
Mieke Meijer and Friso Dijkstra. Van Maarschalkerweerd
will generate new business for them, make initial contact and
offer professional support. The designers will all continue
to run their own studio under their own name. D agency will
collect a percentage of the fee only for the new business they
help generate.

different, a couple of years ago, I came
across a business card from someone
working our area. His position? ‘Lawnmower’.
Yes, really! He went about it with a delivery
van, a trailer and a ride-on mower. It was
enough to make me jealous!’

Van Maarschalkerweerd: ‘An actual agency for designers didn’t
yet exist, although there were comparable initiatives. What
makes D agency different to these other initiatives is that we’re
not focused on products, but rather on skills. The affiliated
designers have also been selected in such a way that their
skills are complementary. We’re focusing on the international
market of manufacturers, companies and brands. That’s where
we think the greatest potential lies. But it could also turn out
that we find more opportunities in the Netherlands.’
www.dagency.org
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THE
MEDIAMATICCOSMOS

What once began in Groningen’s squat scene as
a collective for the production and presentation of
video art has 30 years later become an internation
ally renowned cultural institution at the intersection
of art, design and new technology. For 25 years
Mediamatic was especially pioneering in the field
of digital technology, but now that the internet has
been sufficiently explored, their focus has shifted to
biotechnology. At today’s Mediamatic, it’s now all
about beer, piss, yeast and fungi.
TEXT BAS VAN LIER

1983


1985 — 1999

Mediamatic is founded in



Groningen

Mediamatic Magazine reflects
on developments in media, art
and television

1987

Office in Amsterdam

‘ cultural cross-pollination
isn’t possible if we
keep these barriers in place ’
50

Yet again, Mediamatic has managed to
convert an abandoned location into a
surprising oasis for cultural experimentation,
a place where artists and designers can take
advantage of the latest technologies. In the
space of just a few months, the old council
shipyard on the Dijksgracht has been transformed into a new hotspot in the city where
artists and designers are working with
bacteria, fungi and yeast and new types of
urban farming. Just like previously in the
Post CS building, Vijzelstraat and Van Gendt
hallen, the atmosphere at the Dijksgracht is
makeshift and temporary, yet very effective
and above all inspiring.
When asked to talk about a few of
Mediamatic’s highlights, co-founder Willem
Velthoven becomes progressively more
enthusiastic. After all, a lot has been achieved
in these 30 years.
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BVL × Funny that such a quintessential

Amsterdam institution like Mediamatic
started in Groningen.
WV × ‘In Groningen I first studied photo
graphy and then later art history with Jans
[Possel, director of Mediamatic, ed.]. Friends
of ours were working on video art and had
difficulties with the production side of
things. It was still quite expensive at the time.
As an art history student, I had access to the
university’s video equipment. So with some
friends, we set up Mediamatic. The first
screening of the artists’ videos was at the
Grand Theater in October 1983, which was
still a squat then. We organised performances,
helped people make things and together
submitted work to festivals like the World
Wide Video Festival. We also exchanged videotapes with clubs like V2 in Den Bosch and
Time Based Arts in Amsterdam. Those were
all exciting new things for young people.’

work
1993

Mediamatic Magazine includes
a CD-ROM for the first time:
BlindRom

1994 — 2003

2006 — 2007


Mediamatic IP is founded and



exists for just under ten years

Night Garden

2007 — 2008

El Hema

‘El Hema’, Mediamatic

‘ we didn’t
anticipate that
the management
of HEMA, in all its
wisdom, would
start to threaten
legal action ’

BVL × And then you decided to create a

magazine?
WV × ‘Yes, we felt a need for it when we
realised that there was actually very little
intellectual exchange about the work. Jans
and I both studied art history, and we were
practicing how to think and talk about art.
I also had a degree in graphic design, and
knew how to make a magazine. So we had
everything we needed to make a magazine,
and at that time it was the only way to spread
our ideas –we didn’t have blogs or things
like that yet.
We printed 500 copies of the first issue and
distributed them at the Talking Back to the Media
festival at Felix Meritis in Amsterdam at the
end of 1985. They were very well received,
which made it possible for us to get some
funding from the Ministry of Education,
Culture and Science to make the next issues.
We made the first issues on the secretary’s

computer at the Faculty of Art History so
that we could do the typesetting at the
Perscombinatie in Amsterdam. There they
had duplicates of all the equipment, in case
of emergencies. It was very affordable to do
the printing there.’
BVL × Is that how you ended up in

Amsterdam?
WV × ‘The decision to move to Amsterdam

was an important step. We had a pied-à-terre
in a squat here. But at a certain point we
were able to get a real space where we could
also safely store our equipment. Once we
were in Amsterdam, it became much easier
to develop a variety of different relationships,
internationally as well. The magazine was
written in English and even sold more copies
in London than in the Netherlands. Every
time a new issue came out, I took a suitcase
full of copies on the boat to London. It cost
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the same as having them delivered, but then
I could also talk to my contacts again.
It was also more exciting here in Amsterdam
because there was a bigger cultural scene
and more people who were interested. We
launched new issues of the magazine at the
RoXY, where Joost van Bellen would adapt
the club’s decor to match. There was simply
a lot more to do here.’
BVL × When did you start adding the

CD-ROMs?
WV × ‘That was in 1993. The first CD-ROM

that we made was the final issue of Blind
Magazine, a publication from Gerald van der
Kaap and Paul Groot. Gerald had no desire
to make another issue. He had become
interested in computers, and wanted to
pursue that. So I said: Why don’t you make
a CD-ROM and we’ll include that with
Mediamatic? That became the BlindRom.
Meanwhile, we were organising Doors of
Perception with John Thackara who had just
been appointed director of the Vormgevings
instituut (Dutch design institute). We used
the very poor recordings of the first edition
to make an interactive Doors of Perception
CD-ROM. Together with an entire team we

2003

Move to Post CS building
and start of service company

2005

Mediamatic Lab


Flickr Peep Show

figured out how to do it by ourselves, because
there weren’t any solutions yet. That was
extremely exciting.’
In the meantime, in addition to the Mediamatic foundation, Velthoven had set up a
separate company: Mediamatic IP, which
stood for Interactive Publishing. The company gradually got more clients, from the
commercial sector as well, because they
all wanted a CD-ROM. And shortly after,
they wanted a website as well, something
which was a new phenomenon at the time.
Mediamatic offered courses on using the
internet, and developed the first online
banking website in Europe for Rabobank.
Those were good times, during which IP
financed the foundation. In 1999, the decision was made to publish the Mediamatic
magazine in CD-ROM format only and
the foundation also began developing a
programme of workshops and exhibitions.
In hindsight, it seems that was Mediamatic’s
salvation. It was precisely because IP went
bankrupt in the wake of the burst internet
bubble that the foundation could ask for an
increase in government funding based on
their programme of activities.

BVL × Was this when you moved to the Post

CS building?
WV × ‘Yes, and we then set up a new service
company there: Mediamatic Lab, where we
mainly did projects based on the anyMeta
software for the semantic web that we developed ourselves. It stemmed from a need to
share all the information we had gathered
in 15 years in the magazine in an accessible
way. As the editors, the most exciting thing
was that we could see connections throughout all the different issues. But for readers,
the lines connecting various topics were
much less visible. That’s why we wanted to
make a web-based archive where the same
information could be accessed from a
various angles using different keywords.
That required a new kind of thinking about
organising and archiving.
We had made the software for ourselves, but
it was later adopted by many other companies
and institutions. Het Geheugen van Oost
(memories of Amsterdam-Oost) which we
made for the Amsterdam Museum in 2002/
2003 and is still functioning was the very first
application of anyMeta. The Jewish Monument from the Jewish Historical Museum
also runs on it. But it all began with asking
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ourselves how we could compensate for
the loss of the wonderful medium of paper
with something even better.’
BVL × At Post CS you also had the space for

sensational events like the Flickr Peep Show.
WV × ‘It’s hard to imagine today, but being

able to retrieve relevant images by typing
in keywords was still quite extraordinary
in 2005. On the ground floor, we taped
off the windows but left a few holes open.
You could send keywords by SMS and then
look through the holes to see Flickr images
with matching tags. On the top floor in
Club 11 there was another installation which
projected images on the screens that were
hanging all over.
We also used this techninology for a special
performance of the play Ritter Dene Voss by
Thomas Bernard. We sent words from the
script to Flickr and projected the resulting
images to create the backdrop. It looked
beautiful.’
BVL × Your major breakthrough was of

course El Hema. Were you surprised by that?
WV × ‘No, not at all. That was exactly what

we intended. El Hema grew out of a project

2012

Experiments with Aquaponics

My name is Spinoza

2011

The ‘Paddestoelen Paradijs’

2008

(Mushroom Paradise) and move



to Van Gendthallen

Move to Vijzelstraat

2010

Publication of Arabic travel guide
for Amsterdam Noord

from designer and researcher Huda Smits
huijzen AbiFares and her Khatt Foundation
in which Dutch and Arabic typographers
collaborated on the development of Latin
and Arabic alphabets that could be used
together. We were looking for a way to show
their results to a wider audience. We initially
thought of clothing as the medium, so we
went looking for young fashion designers
with an Arabic background. But we didn’t
get further than Aziz – there simply weren’t
any others yet.
As we desperately sat together wondering
what we should do, Jans suddenly said:
“Why don’t we do HEMA?” So that was really
the result of asking ourselves how we could
make something that we thought had major
cultural and social importance accessible to
a wider audience. However, we didn’t anticipate that the management of HEMA, in all
its wisdom, would start to threaten legal
action. It became a David and Goliath story
which obviously helped us enormously.’
BVL × In 2011, you had the Paddenstoelen

Paradijs (Mushroom Paradise). Did that exhibition mark your shift towards biotechnology?
WV × ‘No, we were already working with it

much earlier. In 2006 we programmed Night
Garden. That was the first time that living
things were the subject of an exhibition.
Swiss artists Christa Sommerer and Laurent
Mignonneau presented their Interactive Plant
Growing there, which allowed visitors to make
virtual plants on a screen grow by touching
real plants. And two Germans, Ralf Schreiber
and Christian Faubel, made small robots
that moved through the space like a kind
of insect, and visitors could also solder them
together themselves. There was also a pheromone bench and a fragrance project, and
we grew sprouts that we put into a stamppot
[a Dutch dish made with mashed potatoes,
ed.]. So people sat next to each other at the
same table soldering and eating.’
BVL × Was everything you did just as

successful?
WV × ‘We also had some failures. The most

poorly attended exhibition was Vergessene
Fahnen (Forgotten Flags) from Florian
Thalhofer, who had made an interactive
installation about nationalism in Germany.
That the dumbest sales pitch ever, because of
course no one was interested in that. With a
glass of Bavarian beer and a Weißwurst, you

could watch excerpts from an interactive road
movie where Thalhofer visited people who
still had flags hanging outside in the months
following the 2006 football World Cup.
In and of itself, it was a very interesting
project which used the Korsakow programme
that Thalholfer developed himself to make
interactive films. But the subject wasn’t
appealing. We now want to use that same
programme to make a film with professional images recently shot by a Syrian
cameraman while fleeing to Europe.’

ately provided heating for our office, which
we had built ourselves using walls made of
bales of straw.
We also learned that working with living
things has a completely different dynamic
than the what-you-see-is-what-you-get
culture we’re used to with computers. With
nature, you need to wait a year to see if what
you’re doing works.’
BVL × You’re now located in a green oasis

on the Dijksgracht. What’s happening here?
WV × ‘Here we’re studying the cultural and

BVL × At a certain point, you started

exploring the Aquaponics system. How did
that come about?
WV × ‘We were already involved with the
topic of food, including with the Expiration
Date Dinners. Once we got access to the
vacant factory space in the Van Gendthallen,
someone pointed us in the direction of
Aquaponics. And so we started doing it. It’s
a beautifully sustainable farming system for
in the city, where fish and plants are raised
together. The plants get their nutrition from
fish waste which comes along with the water
that is purified by the plants and bacteria
between the roots. The system also immedi-

social implications of biotechnology and
we’re developing new means of urban food
production. We have a bio lab that goes
against all the rules because we’re using
bacteria, fungi and yeast alongside each other.
The conventional view is that they need to
be strictly separated, and you’re asking for
trouble if they aren’t. But that’s exactly what
we’re looking for. Cultural cross-pollination
isn’t possible if we keep these barriers in
place. We’re researching odours, fermentation and new materials. Next year we’re
opening a clean lab and a bio art supplies
shop where you can buy everything you need
for art projects with living organisms. In the

greenhouse on the water we’re opening a
restaurant where we can do experiments,
but where you can also just have a nice meal.
And in the historic warehouse we’ll brew
beer, and using the waste from that and from
the cocoa industry we’ll make material to
insulate the shed.’

‘Aquaponics’, Mediamatic, photo: Simone Schoutens

2009


‘Aquaponics’, Mediamatic, photo: Erik Diekstra

‘ it’s time that
the cultural world
gets involved
in the process
of lawmaking’

work

‘Bio sample wall’, Mediamatic, photo: Govert de Jong

dude

BVL × And do you secretly already have

an idea for what comes next once bio art
becomes mainstream?
WV × ‘Yes, I do. Write it down, then it’s out in
the open. For a long time, I’ve been thinking
about organising a design competition for
laws. Laws have considerable impact and
often unintentional consequences, but they
are often so complicated and technical that
hardly anyone is interested. It’s time that the
cultural world gets involved in the process
of lawmaking.’
WWW.MEDIAMATIC.NET

2014

‘De Tostifabriek’
(The Toastie Factory)

2015

Move to Dijksgracht
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Dutch
Gründlichkeit
Many Dutch companies are eager to do business with and in Germany, and
ride this European engine’s wave of success. But no matter how close it is,
Germany is not the Netherlands. You’ll inevitably face a different mentality
and business culture and different regulations – Dutch flexibility versus
German ‘Gründlichkeit’ (thoroughness), German craftsmanship as opposed
to Dutch creativity. Not to mention the language problem.

TEXT VIVEKA VAN DE VLIET × ILLUSTRATION ROBERT VAN RAFFE
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business

‘ you primarily convince people
with fundamental arguments,
not with an emotional response’
Before you can head over the border with
your folder full of design strategies, creative
concepts and a completed German course,
you’ll need to take some carefully chosen
steps in advance. For Dutch agencies that
are successfully operating in the German
market, it didn’t happen overnight. What
was their approach, where did they stumble,
what worked well? In short, what are some
nützliche Tipps?
COMPLEMENT
Delft-based MMID approached it with thoroughness and a lot of patience. ‘Collaboration
and structure are our top priority’, says
Marcel Magermans, who founded the industrial design agency 24 years ago. ‘MMID
therefore thoroughly analyzed the German
market, created five-year plans, built a
network and set up its own academy to train
new colleagues – soon also in Essen – and
was active in Germany for a decade before
they decided to lay the foundations for their
office in Essen five years ago. Ulm en Lübeck
followed. ‘This way we’re in the thick of it,
and can serve all of Germany.’
But isn’t Germany, which is increasingly
design minded and has its own talent, already
covered? ‘We could offer something extra
with our services’, says Magermans about
MMID’s integrated approach: a combination
of design and engineering. ‘In Germany, they
are two separate disciplines.’ Both countries
are complementary, he believes. ‘Germans
are amazingly good at details. If something
is rattling in a BMW it’s a problem; in a
Renault it’s charming. Germans wait for the
‘boss’ to make decisions, while here making
our own decisions is part of our culture.
We’re open, conceptually strong, work well
together and put the client’s questions up
for discussion. Our clients think:
“Wonderful, finally”.’ One plus one equals

three: the perfect symbiosis, you might say.
MMID has ambitions for growth, is gaining
a stronger position in the German market
and quite often wins competitions. ‘Because
of that critical questioning, but also by being
smart: adapt, address Germans as Herr Doktor
and find a client that suits you’, Magermans
advises. And also: ‘Be aware that you’ll need
to make a major investment to enter the
German market. And that you can’t finalise
a German contract with Dutch law, and
specialist advisors in that field will ask a
top price. Prepare yourself and set up your
company properly. Then you’ll definitely
have a good chance of being successful in
the German market.’
INFILTRATE
They know all about that at Zuiderlicht.
The graphic and web design agency focuses
on the so-called ‘Euregio’ from their office
in Maastricht. ‘It would be logical and interesting to put your focus on the 3.9 millionstrong German market, but our agency
has never really felt the need, says managing
director Peggy van Sebillen. ‘Zuiderlicht
has had German clients and we did the
coordination and design – with Germany
and Belgium – for the winning pitch to make
Maastricht the European Capital of Culture
in 2018. We understand the culture and
we’re regularly in Germany, but we’re more
focused on the Netherlands.’
Cultural and language barriers are the
primary reasons. ‘If you don’t speak German,
working in Germany isn’t easy’, she confirms.
But the rates also make them hesitant.
‘Especially in the area of development, which
makes up about 80 percent of our work,
the rates are much lower’, Van Sebillen says.
Furthermore, hierarchy plays a role. ‘Decisions
are made from the top down. Manners are
different; people don’t address each other
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as informally, for example. Germans are
focused on precision. They are strict in their
agreements – they don’t go back and forth.
Work habits differ, too’, says Van Sebillen.
‘Germans are very methodical, and there
is always a plan B. You primarily convince
people with fundamental (gründlich) arguments, not with an emotional response. Our
humour, joviality, frankness and flexibility
don’t always appeal to Germans.’
There are quite a few points you need to work
on if you want to enter the German market.
The Dutch who differentiate themselves
with fresh, innovative designs in the fields of
graphic, product and digital design can sometimes find that hard to deal with. Her advice:
‘Spend some time working at a German
agency. Don’t think from a Dutch point of
view, but infiltrate as a kind of spy, take a
good look around and take root. Once you’re
“inside” at a client and they’re satisfied, then
they’re unbelievable loyal; Germans have
a propensity for lasting relationships.’
GERMANISE
MMID has these roots with their German
offices, and the same is true for Totems
Communication & Architecture. It has always
been the strategy of the three founders to be
a German-Dutch agency. Creative director
Peter van Lier and general director Gerard
de Gorter are Dutch, while creative director
Florian Gerlauf comes from Stuttgart.
Totems now has offices in Amsterdam,
Stuttgart, Düsseldorf and (rapidly expanding)
Shanghai. ‘The field that we’re focused on,
exhibition design, is less developed in the
Netherlands than in Germany’, explains
De Gorter. He also agrees that it isn’t easy
to be a Dutch agency in the Germany
market. ‘The country is already pretty much
covered, and they prefer working with
German-speaking people. That’s why we’re

dude

‘ in any case, if you’re going to do
business in Germany, ensure that you
have a German partner in your team’
“Germanising” a bit and only work with
Germans at our German offices.’
Totems, which designs three-dimensional
narrative projects for cultural organisations
as well as the commercial sector, quickly
started doing business with major clients
such as Lufthansa, Audi and Mercedes-Benz.
How do you do that? ‘Acquisition is difficult’,
says De Gorter, ‘you need to have luck and
invest a lot. And don’t position yourself
as Dutch – operate internationally, and be
globally oriented and interested in other
cultures. Furthermore, it’s important to
deliver high-quality work. In other words,
don’t think that you can get by on creativity,
improvisation and a few sketches. Accuracy
is an important prerequisite: make sure that
you never miss a deadline. And one more
thing: it’s fine if the designer is Dutch, but
the account manager should be a German
who leads the process and makes the agreements’, adds the director.
EMBRACE
‘In any case, if you’re going to do business
in Germany, ensure that you have a German
partner in your team. It makes things easier
and gives clients greater confidence, just like
we take a native English speaker with us when
we visit clients in London’, say managing
director Jeroen Pluim and creative director
Jonne Kuyt of the once-merged agency
Edenspiekermann, with offices in Berlin
and Amsterdam. ‘We want to be advocates
for Europe and would rather embrace
the similarities between Germany and the
Netherlands than emphasize the cultural
differences. But we’re not overly focused on
that, and actually, the differences aren’t even
that great’, they say.
Edenspiekermann prefers to call itself a European agency that consists of an international
team with a number of major international

ENTRY MODEL

Commissioned by the DutchDFA
programme and carried out
by the Inholland University of
Applied Sciences Rotterdam,
the research report ‘Kansen op
de Duitse markt’ (opportunities
in the German market) was
published in late 2011. The report
examines the myths and opportunities regarding Dutch design,
fashion and architecture in
Germany. The study’s most
important conclusion is that individual entrepreneurship is the
key to success. Based on that,
Inholland developed the ‘three
track entry model’ which Dutch
designers can use to determine
their strategy and positioning
for the German market.
WWW.BNO.NL/INTERNATIONAAL

clients – from Schiphol and Die Welt to Red
Bull. ‘We’re becoming increasingly global’,
they say, and have recently opened new
offices in Los Angeles and Singapore.
‘Of course there’s a no-nonsense Dutch
mentality, a way of thinking. We use our
creativity, directness and humour. That’s
why we often check to make sure that
our perspective isn’t too Dutch, to ensure
that our work is appealing within an international context. If they understand our
sense of humour in Germany, then we’ll be
fine anywhere.’
Germany is a gigantic country with a huge
market. And you of course can’t just walk
right in, they both say. To do any kind of
acquisition, you’ll have to fly quite a bit. That
takes time and money. And if you seriously
want to do business, it’s best to have an
office there.’

ENTICE
Because you have to operate in a completely
different legal context to do business in
Germany, the BNO collaborates with or
refers members to the law firm STRICK Rechtsanwälte & Steuerberater. Along with
100 employees, lawyer Alexander Crämer
is a legal and fiscal advisor in Germany who
focuses exclusively on Dutch companies.
STRICK also regularly organises information
sessions and workshops about doing business
in Germany. ‘The German market isn’t like
China where you need to fly for ten hours,
but the appeal of the close proximity can
also be a stumbling block’, Crämer believes.
‘The culture, rules, manners and laws are so
different that the Dutch have to adapt their
businesses.’ He says it, too: ‘Speaking
German is unbelievably valuable. If both
parties resort to English, the language loses
its power, certainly during a conflict.’
Crämer also knows that Germans prefer
to ‘shop around’ within their own network.
Therefore, he advises Dutch companies
that want to open an office in Germany to
employ a simple tactic: select a GmbH as the
legal entity and set up a German BV. ‘I’m not
saying that you need to completely transform
yourself into a German, but do put on your
camouflage and use it as a means to entice.
It’s a good way to participate in the selection
process. Once you gain a foothold with a
client, you can demonstrate your added
value as a Dutch designer.’
WWW.EDENSPIEKERMANN.COM

CONTENT IS KING

At Boom Verweij we are just itching to fill these pages with
your content. Stunning images, powerful words, spectacular
graphics. We treat all your content like royalty. Indeed, your
every wish is our demand. Our printing, coating, binding and
other finishing solutions meet the highest industry standards.
The effect on your audience? Your content rules!
Ready for the royal treatment? Call or
email Boom+Verweij Grafi services today!

WWW.MMID.NL
WWW.STRICK.DE
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dude

management

and had lots of great ideas. The goal was to
present an innovative new portfolio within
six months. We wanted to shake up our field
of expertise.

QUITTING
DESPITE
SUCCESS

MORE THAN JUST
A PRETTY PICTURE

Infographics have their roots in
journalism, but a few years ago
they were discovered en masse by

TEXT KARIN SCHWANDT

the business world, government

PORTRAIT MANDY BRANDER

and marketers. They are seen as
a cure-all.
But you can’t pull a good infographic out of a box of templates.

For me, visualising information is the best job in
the world. I love to bring order to complexity, and
I can design. Infographics were made for me.
It was my dream to lead a successful infographics
agency. And I achieved that. I had an experi
enced team, a variety of projects and a nice
studio. Nevertheless, this summer, it was time to
pull the plug.
DOING MORE FOR LESS
I started Schwandt Infographics about ten
years ago. The demand for infographics had
exploded, and it was smooth sailing from
the beginning. We had a good reputation and
continuously got new requests. My agency
worked for large organisations where pitches,
tenders and unpaid creative proposals had
become common in recent years. While as
a rule I never do a creative pitch for free,
the introductory meetings, advisory discussions, proposals and presentations still took
up a lot of time. That’s not a problem in and
of itself, as long as it helps bring in major

projects. But increasingly, larger investments
were being required for smaller and smaller
projects. It got out of balance.
This was a gradual development, and it took
awhile before it became apparent how big
the financial consequences were. Intuitively,
it was also at odds with the dynamic on the
work floor. We constantly got requests for
proposals, we often won assignments and
the team was always hard at work. Still, our
profits kept falling.
I investigated a variety of solutions: we pitched
for bigger projects, sent out higher quotes
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and gave the designers more responsibility
for their own budgets. While this yielded
minor successes, structural improvement
remained elusive.

A convincing image and a clear,
accessible infographic starts
with analysing and structuring
information, asking questions
and clarifying the message. If it’s
done right, these efforts aren’t

The dynamics of entrepreneurship have
always fascinated me, but my priority was
delivering high-quality work. Partly due to
this, our financial situation didn’t structurally
improve. Because I wanted to stay in control,
I decided to take action. I was proud of what
my team and I had built, and didn’t want it
to end in bankruptcy.
AWAY FROM THE MAINSTREAM
Quality was always our priority. But it got
increasingly difficult to deliver that within
the budgets. We often talked about wanting
to overcome that.

To further develop ourselves and gain a
substantial advantage over mass production,
it was necessary to drastically innovate.
We had to raise the bar.
At the end of 2014, I created an ambitious
plan to invest in creative and technological
development. My team eagerly got to work

visible in the end result.
However, not everyone is critical
of content. If you google ‘infographics’, you’ll see what the hype
has led to: an endless stream of
‘fun’, dressed-up facts, often
without a clear story. They’ve
become a mass-produced product, and therefore not nearly
as cool. Their value decreases,
because why should you pay for
something that doesn’t have the
desired effect?

It proved too little, too late. The change that
I wanted to make was too drastic, and the
return on investment didn’t meet my expectations. It appeared that we were unable to
break our old habits. I looked at our declining
profits as well, and something started to
gnaw at me.
THE ART OF QUITTING
I wanted to do more and better, but foresaw
that I could no longer achieve that with my
agency. If I wanted to start something new,
I had to stop with the old. It wasn’t an easy
decision, especially given the commitment
of my team.

The job contracts were my biggest concern.
Almost all of my employees had a permanent contract. For advice, I turned to Kitty
de Jong at the BNO, my accountant and an
employment lawyer. I studied redundancy
legislation and calculated the financial
consequences. But there were also concerns
about the office lease, insurance, software
contracts, IT management, cleaners and
of course the dozens of ongoing projects.
Quitting costs money. I was fortunate to able
to make this decision at a time when I still
had sufficient reserves. Once I had made all
the calculations, it was time to tell my team.
My employees had always been very involved.
I was transparent about our figures and
presented our results every quarter. In addition, I involved everyone in developing our
strategy. Everyone was quite aware of my
frustrations. So my decision to stop didn’t
come as a complete surprise. But it was
still painful. Every relationship changes
once you no longer have a common future,
but I’m grateful that we resolved this with
fairness and harmony.
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Six weeks after I had told my team, the office
was empty. Everyone was a great help with
finalising things, and I appreciate that tremendously. After giving my landlord a pile of
money, I closed my laptop and turned out
the lights.
LESS, BUT BETTER
And now? There’s still a pile of adminis
tration to tackle and some projects to wrap
up. I’ve got enough to do for the rest of
2015. After that, I have the freedom to do
new things.

I believe that infographics, data visualisation
and informative illustrations will continue
to exist for the long term. I see interesting
developments internationally, especially in
terms of technology. Interactive infographics
allow users to explore the story behind the
data by themselves. The New York Times and
The Guardian have nice examples of that. In
addition, there is some interesting common
ground with applied games and I see opportunities to do more with augmented reality.
From a content perspective, the work of
journalists, programmers and designers is
increasingly merging.
After being responsible for my agency
for ten years, I can’t wait to start exploring
new forms of collaboration and alternative
revenue models. I still like bringing order to
complexity and I want to continue designing.
I’m searching for relevant topics to visualise.
But I’ll take my time thinking about how
and with whom. It’s an exciting idea: doing
less, but better.

BIG
BROTHER
BROTHER
IS
DRIVING
YOU

‘I’m going for a drive’, is a phrase uttered by many a troubled film character.
The purpose of their trip is usually solitary reflection. Cars are also used to
visit mistresses, be that to travel to them, or as the location of the ‘encounter’
itself. They’re used to exchange brown envelopes at abandoned industrial
estates, to discuss sensitive issues on a back seat made of creaking black
leather, or for the first declaration of love after a date, with the gear stick
wedges in between.

ethics

You can get a sense of how invisible and anonymous

provider Achmea already has concrete plans to

we think we are in our cars by how we unashamedly

encourage safer motoring by placing a ‘box’ in the

wail along to a Mariah Carey song and reward those

car that monitors our driving behaviour. In exchange,

we judge to have substandard driving skills with a

you can expect a discount on your insurance premium

barrage of obscene gestures. You could say that

– as long as you drive safely, of course. Achmea

we view cars as part of our personal space. It’s like

assures us that they’re not interested in the data

an extension of our house, but on wheels.

itself. They’re helping us to become safer drivers,
so that we can live longer and happier lives. And of

MOBILE DATA COLLECTORS

course, so that it doesn’t have to pay out as many

However, the car is no longer your private domain.

insurance claims.

Cars are getting increasingly intelligent and
becoming incorporated into the ever-expanding

A QUESTION OF TRUST

internet of things. New generations of intelligent

Fewer accidents, fewer traffic jams, cheaper insur-

cars will become mobile data collectors that

ance and more environmentally-friendly motoring:

constantly communicate with an equally intelligent

the intelligent car certainly promises a lot. But it also

environment, with other intelligent cars, and with

asks for something in return: data. And data is the

you. Via sensors in the cab and biometric algorithms,

new gold – everyone wants as much of it as they can

cars could even monitor the physical condition of

get their hands on. But wherever data is collected,

their drivers and take control if you appear to be

privacy issues are always looming. ‘But we don’t

distracted or become sleepy. A polite voice would

share it with anyone!’ And nowadays, the crux of

then suggest ‘Perhaps I should drive?’ from speakers

many privacy concerns lies precisely in this promise

on the dashboard.

and the (implicit) appeal for trust. The material
requirements for the intrusion of our privacy already

‘ but we don’t share
it with anyone! ’

exist and are becoming cheaper and more efficient
(intelligent cars, smartphones, social media, storage
capacity), which means that it’s up to formal preconditions (laws, norms and decency) to protect
our privacy as best they can.

There’s a while to go before we get that far, but
cars do already store data about your driving habits

It’s a given that data is being collected in an

and destinations. Some cars are also equipped with

increasing number of places in our social environ-

dashboard cameras and microphones that record

ment. And that requires us to ask who’s getting

what’s going on in the cab. Car manufacturers reas-

their hands on what data, how this data is being

sure us that the data collected by the car is only

handled and whether consumers and citizens have

used to optimise service and make our driving

any say in the matter. Based on (the frequency of)

experience safer and more enjoyable. In its privacy

your visits to certain places, is a profile being created

policy, Volvo even uses the term ‘freedom of choice’

which will then be used for targeted advertising?

and assures us that our data is and will remain ours.

Will this profile be linked to the national tax system

‘We know everyone who breaks the law. We have GPS

or your electronic health record? When it comes

in your car, so we know what you’re doing’, says a

to data collection, transparency is sorely lacking

Ford sales executive in the New York Times 1, quickly

for consumers. You can’t see software. And if you

adding ‘But we don’t share it with anyone!’, perhaps

did attempt to examine the algorithms in your car

sensing that some people were already bidding on

or mobile phone, it’s unlikely you’d be able to

a vintage car on eBay.

understand them.

Aside from the data collection technology that’s

SELF-CENSORSHIP

already in the car when you drive it off the forecourt,

Apart from all these concrete issues, it’s also inter-

we’re also being encouraged to install additional

esting to ask yourself how we are affected by the

measuring equipment of our own accord. Insurance

notion of permanent visibility. Philosopher Jeffrey
Reiman compares data collection to the panopticon,

TEXT MEREL KAMP
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1

a model for the perfect prison devised by Jeremy

 aclyn Tropjan, ‘The Next Data Privacy Battle May Be Waged Inside
J
Your Car’ (10 January 2014)
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Bentham in 1791. The panopticon is a circular compo-

then doesn’t the car – once the symbol of individual

sition of prison cells arranged around a central

freedom – slowly begin to resemble an interfering

tower, from which prisoners could be monitored

mother? Mothers also want what’s best for us, but

at all times. Those in the cells are unable to see

that doesn’t prevent their meddling from being a bit

whether a guard is stationed in the tower. And this

exasperating at times. An over-protected upbringing

uncertainty results in a form of self-conditioning.

is generally viewed as a form of infringement of

French philosopher Michel Foucault has described

liberty, with the added danger of contributing to

this mechanism in detail: ‘He who is subjected to

a dependent, fearful personality. What will happen

a field of visibility, and is aware of it, spontaneously

to us if we collectively create an over-protected

assumes responsibility for the constraints of power

upbringing by surrounding ourselves with technology

and applies it to himself; he internalises the power

that has to point out everything and protect us

relationship by simultaneously playing both roles;

from everything?

New! Complete your paper collection with the
Limited Edition Specials swatch books and the new
Colour Guide. Don’t miss out!

he becomes the principle of his own subjection’.

DUMB TECHNOLOGIES
That may sound a bit melodramatic, but consider

Designers could deduce a range of projects from

Achmea’s ‘box’ once again. It works according to the

the above considerations. Firstly, it’s naturally up

exact same principle, only Achmea adds a financial

to manufacturers and programmers to develop soft-

incentive. Everything you do in your car is no longer

ware that’s safe and avoids the temptation to misuse

truly and completely your own. You slow down a bit,

it (as recently proved to be the case at Volkswagen).

you now stop for an amber traffic light, you decide

It’s also interesting for designers to consider the

against lighting a cigarette. Self-censorship begins

issue of visibility and its consequences. Can you

as soon as you become aware of the visibility of

develop smart technologies in such a way that our

everything you do. It might lead to an entire list of

anonymity remains somewhat intact, for example

activities that we’d no longer even bother to consider.

by ensuring that you can also use it without having

As such, our freedom is being curtailed via the back

to register as a user? Should the visibility we are

door. There’ll be no more back seat encounters

exposing ourselves to by using certain products

with mistresses, no more romantic confessions in

perhaps be indicated on the product itself, in order

the car.

to increase awareness? And would it perhaps be
interesting to design ‘dumb technologies’ for those

INTERFERING MOTHER

who prefer to escape the grasp of interference?

Our youth is the one stage of our lives when we
have extremely limited privacy, but don’t necessarily

There’s a growing trend of preparing large hunks

see it as an issue. Children simply have less privacy

of meat on an open fire and of heading off on holiday

than adults. Reiman argues that you can also turn

to dangerous places. If cars become increasingly

this around: Those with less privacy become more

more intelligent, maybe we’ll see a rise in demand for

infantile because they start to conform, leaving

vintage cars that aren’t connected to the network.

increasingly less space for a true inner life. Smart

Perhaps there’s a limit to the amount of protection,

technologies could potentially make us childlike in

convenience and safety that people will tolerate.

two ways: by restricting our privacy and through the

And perhaps it’s also the designer’s responsibility to

intelligent services they offer. ‘Simpler and subtler

set those boundaries every now and again. Because

are the infantilising processes […] that encourage

with each product you design, you’re ultimately

our natural laziness by offering comfort with a

designing the user as well.

Call us on number +31 88 65 65 222 to get your own copy,
or send us an e-mail via bemonstering.nl@papyrus.com

collection of toys. Of course, neither smartphones
nor automobiles are categorised as toys; crucially,
they’re portrayed as the tools without which no adult
life is complete’, writes philosopher Susan Neiman.
If your car turns off the radio when it thinks you’re
distracted, if it sends you push notifications when
you are parked at location X for longer than usual,

www.papyrus-specials.com

if it points out discounts at the next petrol station,
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supporting you

‘Ray’ for Gispen

international

Swedish agency Claesson Koivisto Rune started out as
an architecture studio in 1995, but has since become
a global, widely operating agency specialised in both
architecture and design. With their aesthetic and
minimalist Nordic style, they design everything – from
hotels to toothbrushes and everything in between.
TEXT VIVEKA VAN DE VLIET

At the time of the interview, Eero Koivisto is
temporarily running an eleven-person studio
in Stockholm all by himself. Co-founder
Ola Rune is in Hong Kong to give a lecture.
Mårten Claesson is in Japan to accept the
‘Best in Lighting’ award from Elle Decor
Japan for their geometrically folded XL lamps
which are so large they can just fit through
a standard doorway.
The collaboration between the three founders
began during their studies at the Konstfack
University College of Arts, Crafts and Design
in Stockholm. On their first day, they not
only discovered that they were the noisiest
students in the class, but also that despite
not knowing each other, they had much more
in common: like a mutual interest in architecture and design history, and specifically
the international roots of modernism,
Bauhaus and the influence of Le Corbusier.
They pushed their tables together and
designed a bar out of discarded materials for
the canteen. The trio also collaborated on a
research project: they developed Villa Wabi,
an attractive, minimalist building consisting
of a protective shell in which basic interior
objects were harmoniously arranged. The
building clearly displays Japanese influences
and a timeless quality, which are recurring
themes in the agency’s later projects as well.
Both the bar and Villa Wabi were the seeds
of a future collaboration that has lasted
for 21 years.

CIVILIZED CONVERSATIONS
‘At that time, we definitely wanted to work
internationally, and we certainly didn’t want
to be Swedish or Scandinavian designers’,
says Koivisto. ‘After ten years, we gave up on
that idea. It’s just like with parents. At first
you absolutely don’t want to be anything like
them, and then later you discover that you’re
exactly like them’, he laughs. When asked
what the characteristics of Scandinavian
design are, Koivisto answers: ‘Although we
try not to repeat ourselves, and we’re always
looking at new developments in materials
like steel, wood and paper, we’ve developed
a signature, an identity. It’s clean, playful,
elegant, aesthetic and honest’, he summarises.
Koisvisto says that he doesn’t like objects
that scream, because they quickly get boring.
‘We prefer our designs to conduct civilized
conversations. Our products seem simple,
but they’re actually layered. You can’t immediately tell which time period they were
made in. Yes, those are the undisputed traits
of the Nordic design tradition, in the spirit
of the Finn Alvar Aalto, the Brit Jasper
Morrison and the Swede Bruno Mathsson.’
And that spirit goes back much further.
Traditionally, Scandinavian design has always
been aesthetic and functional. ‘Aside from
the fact that I can’t stand chairs that look
beautiful but aren’t comfortable, we live in a
country where winters are cold and summers
are hot. In this climate, things simply need to
work well. Functional, organic products and
honest materials are part of that tradition.’
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In many projects, Claesson Koivisto Rune
proves, just like Le Corbusier in his time,
that architecture and design are inextricable
linked. ‘While everyone is specialised today,
for us it’s a more natural process: architecture
and design are always in conversation with
each other. For our architecture projects, we
often produce furniture that we’ve created
specifically for the space, and the disciplines
therefore reinforce each other. Moreover,
the variety keeps us sharp: after a long, costly,
complicated architecture process where
we make thousands of sketches and work
with a large team, I’m very inspired to do
a smaller project like designing a beautiful
chair’, says Koivisto.
If you look at their background, it’s logical
that the architecture trio quickly added
design to their portfolio: all three of them
also attended a design academy. Ola Rune

‘Kelly’ for Tacchin

Claesson
Koivisto
Rune

‘ we certainly
didn’t want to be
Swedish designers’

dude

international

— EST. 1995—

Eero Koivisto (1958, Finland), Ola
Rune (1963, Lapland) and Mårten
Claesson (1970, Sweden) work
with a team of five architects and
three industrial designers on
every kind of architecture project
imaginable, as well as a variety
of interior products. Since 2015,
the studio also has its own brand:
Smaller Objects.
In 2004, they were the first
Swedish design studio to participate in the international
Architecture Biennale in Venice

‘W151’ for Wästberg

CLAESSON
KOIVISTO
RUNE
studied at the Royal Danish Academy of
Fine Arts Schools of Architecture, Design
and Conservation, and both Eero Koivisto
and Mårten Claesson attended the Parsons
School of Design in New York. The vision of
architect and interior designer John Pawson,
who was advocating minimalism there at
the time, fit them perfectly. And during a
study trip to Copenhagen, they also became
impressed by Frank Lloyd Wright’s architecture and Donald Judd’s minimalist style.
In turn, Judd make them curious about Marfa,
Texas, a completely secluded spot on the
Mexican border. The town became famous

with their cultural centre in Kyoto.
The agency has won more than
60 awards, including Sweden’s
highest distinction for design
and architecture, the Bruno
Mathsson Award, which they
received for their entire oeuvre.
Their products can be found the
world over through more than
80 international manufacturers.

inde/jacobs gallery— Marfa, Texas

when Judd moved there in the 1970s and
set up a gallery for minimalist art. ‘Marfa is
wedged between the desert and three cattle
ranches, and in addition to lots of cows, it also
has many art lovers. There’s only one stop
light, and when it turns green, you can drive
through the entire town in two minutes’,
says Koivisto, whose studio won a dream
assignment there years later in 2015.
Claesson Koivisto Rune was asked by inde/
jacbos gallery to create a house with an art
centre. It was their first project in America,
but above all, it was a unique tribute to their
source of inspiration, Donald Judd.
CAPPELLINI
Their first-ever assignment came from
winning a competition. The Swedish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs wanted to redesign the
interior of the embassy residence in Berlin
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to show what Sweden had to offer in terms
of progressive new design. The studio created
a ‘calling card’. The three living rooms were
interconnected, but each had its own character and its own colour – from soft blue and
grey to a shade of cappuccino – colours that
reference Swedish minerals. Walnut furniture, custom-made especially for the project,
was placed on a floor of white pigmented
oak. The interior received lots of publicity
and also attracted the attention of Italian
producer Giulio Cappellini who had a sharp
eye for new talent. It resulted in Claesson
Koivisto Rune releasing a variety of products
under his brand. For example, Pebbles, their
first product for Cappellini, consists of
stones made from soft material that can be
arranged in a variety of ways to create a kind
of sitting island. Pebbles was successfully
presented at the Salone del Mobile in Milan
in 2001. ‘We soon learned that a certain
degree of infidelity to an Italian producer
offered additional benefits and experience, so
we started working with other Italian brands
such as family-run Arlex and Tacchini, with
whom we still have a fantastic partnership’,
says Koivisto. They are also increasingly
designing for other European brands such
as Gispen and Artifort in the Netherlands,
Dune in America and Japanese brands like
Meetee and Sfera.
CULTURAL ENRICHMENT
‘It’s sometimes complicated because
language barriers and cultural differences do
play a role, but if you build long-term relationships like we do, the differences become
smaller; you no longer need to explain
what you want’, he says. Koivisto finds it
especially interesting to work with people
from other cultures, like the Japanese. ‘I love
the people, the exquisite handwriting and
the collaboration. Travelling and looking
at other disciplines such as fashion and art
also provides a lot of inspiration and energy
and enriches your visual language and style’,
says Koivisto.
Japan inspires them as well. For the cultural
centre with a gallery, art book shop, showroom, café and restaurant that they created

‘ our designs
conduct civilized
conversations’

DUTCH DESIGN

‘The Netherlands has traditionally been a country of traders
and travellers. That’s evident
in contemporary Dutch design.
It means that designers are open
to new things and ideas that they
inject into their own architecture
and design. Out of curiosity,
Dutch designers use a variety
of unexpected means to achieve
the most improbable, surprising
combinations. Looking back a
hundred years, you’ll see the
same forces at work in the Dutch
classics. So Dutch design is much
more about ‘interesting’ than
about ‘beauty’. Beautiful almost
seems to be a forbidden word.
And I find that interesting.’

in Kyoto for Sfera , the cherry leaf pattern
was their starting point. The traditional
patterns of Japanese paper, bamboo and
wood cuttings were reflected on the façade
and the chairs they created for the building.
In addition, the shadows cast by the leaves
of trees in the area were photographed
and converted into a repeating computergenerated pattern which was laser cut from
titanium plates to decorate the building’s
façade and the furniture with origamifolded seating. The natural daylight as well

as the artificial interior lighting changes the
building’s appearance, making it look like
a large Japanese lantern from the outside.
Koivisto says that this laser cutting process
has been imitated by other architects and
designers all over the world.
He is also familiar with and appreciates Dutch
design and architecture. Koivisto thinks that
Rem Koolhaas is ‘amazingly good’, and he
also likes the designs of his friend Richard
Hutten, with whom his son Andreas is
currently working as an industrial designer.
He also enjoys the work of Ineke Hans, Kodi
Feiz and Marcel Wanders – as long as it’s
not too ‘flowery’. At home, he has designs
from the famous German furniture maker,
architect and industrial designer Dieter Rams
and two pieces of Dutch furniture that he
says he is very attached to: Wanders’ Knotted
Chair and a table from Bertjan Pot which
he considers one of the most beautiful tables
ever made, and where he happily eats his
breakfast and dinner every day.
Releasing designs for other brands offers
many advantages, like the fact that you don’t
need to understand the market in an unfamiliar country to get your product produced.
Nevertheless, their own label is the next
step. The first products from their Smaller
Objects brand will be available in 2016.
‘It’s a small, low-key brand that probably
won’t become very big’, says Koivisto, ‘but
it’s fun to be able to do everything ourselves.’
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The Smaller Objects line includes functional,
useful, affordable objects that are pleasing
to the eye, such as a thick wooden chopping
board, a nice pot for herbs instead of the

Sfera Building — Kyoto, Japan

ugly plastic pots and an elegant outdoor
candelabra to replace boring torches. ‘All
small ideas that we transform into better
quality, nicer looking products that we
would like to have ourselves’, says Koivisto.
WWW.CLAESSONKOIVISTORUNE.SE
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”Content precedes
design. Design in
the absence of
content is not design,
it’s decoration.”

‘ as long as it’s
Scandinavian,
it’s all good ’
MARCEL VAN ROOSMALEN

a ‘decent pram’, immediately directed us
towards the most expensive brand. Never

I have no idea why I was wearing a jacket by

before had I seen someone open and fold

the brand WHYRED, because I was pretty

up so many prams so quickly. After twelve

much sick to death of all that Scandinavian

prams – unfolding and folding with increasing

rubbish. Scandinavian design: the curved

difficulty – and accompanying test drives

shapes, the soppy colours – what’s with

over a path that alternated between

the predilection for moss green, soft blue

paving, gravel and sand, our sales assistant

or dull grey? – that back to nature feeling,

placed a bag filled with marbles in the pram,

minimalistic but moralising at the same time…

affectionately tucking it in. That was our

What’s actually so great about all that?

baby, and could we now also notice the

Why was a Danish series such as ‘Borgen’ so

difference between air-filled wheels and

much more popular than a Dutch equivalent

wheels without?

like ‘Penoza’ or ‘Overspel’? Why were Karl

JEFFREY ZELDMAN
[Webdesigner]

Ove Knausgård’s ramblings more avidly read

The decision was taken quickly and driven

than Voskuil, who started singing the same

by hormones: the most expensive pram, the

tune years earlier?

one with the sturdy round wheels, that’s

Simply because it’s Scandinavian!

the one she wanted.

Danish, Norwegian, Swedish or Finnish, it

‘What do you think?’, my girlfriend asked

makes no difference – as long as it’s Scandi-

when it was time to think about colour.

navian, it’s all good. I wasn’t sure if their

‘Grey or orange?’

expensive products were actually better

Grey or orange? Which brand were we

or more attractive, but it was clear that they

dealing with?

knew what they were doing when it came

‘Stokke’, answered the sales assistant.

to PR.

‘From Norway.’
Resistance was futile.

With that idea in the back of my mind, I visited

Tjasker Design

Babypark Zaandam with my girlfriend a few

Nowadays, I make long treks through

months ago. They proudly claim to be

Amsterdam behind the Scandinavian pram.

‘Europe’s largest and cheapest baby store’

They’re actually triumphant marches,

and the employees – women in pink, men

because I spend a lot of time accepting

in black – come across as anything but

compliments. Naturally for the child,

Scandinavian.

with blue eyes that make her look quite

The store was packed with pregnant women

Scandinavian, and otherwise for the Stokke

who had an uncontrollable urge to part

pram, that apparently radiates simplicity,

with their cash. Even though I’d warned her

quality and sovereignty.

about this, I lost my girlfriend within a few

Oh, isn’t our pram a joy to behold!

minutes. Off she went, stroking Scandinavian

I should probably tell people that it’s a

fabrics, moved by the sight of yet another

Scandinavian pram, but I can’t force the

oh-so-straightforward Scandinavian cot.

words out of my mouth.

We fell into the hands of a sales assistant

I say that it’s got good wheels and it’s easy

who, after hearing we were looking for

to use and manoeuvre.

Involved since 1984 in Amsterdam. Now working in a flexible network of specialists.
Experienced. Authentic. Open. Accurate. Personal.

Craftsmanship in corporate design & branding

Curious? Call me: +31 (0)20 - 49 10 155 | +31 (0)6 - 50 511 352
Or mail: van.ekeren@tjasker.nl

Amsterdam, 09:36 am 05/11/2015
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The bicycle. Typically Dutch, especially in combination with tulip fields,
dykes, polders, windmills and herring. And typically Dutch Design, if you
look at Fietsy’s tongue-in-cheek proposition and the underlying tourist app.
We’ve put together a nice collection of work that’s typical of Dutch designers.
Packed with entrepreneurship and a passion for discovery. Open-minded and
solution-oriented, but always with a touch of humour. ‘Ride like the Dutch...
without sweating too much.’

JESKE DE VRIES
PROGRAMME MANAGER
POWER OF ART HOUSE

‘Power of Art House is keen
to use creativity and humour
to highlight various social issues
and make them accessible to
a wider audience. We’re using
creative interventions as an
artistic weapon to fight apathy
and as a meaningful strategy

fantastic
type

to increase, or even create,
awareness’.

More creatives are getting

moving people

DESIGN: DOG AND PONY
COMMISSION: AN APPLE A DAY

An Apple a Day is a concept store in Utrecht
for children aged up to 12 years old. Alongside the traditional shop element, the store
also features a surgery for juvenile therapy,
which focuses on the sustainable development
of the child. It’s a place that puts children
front and centre.
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initiatives.


1

REFUGEE REPUBLIC
Submarine Channel

submarinechannel.com

COMMISSION: OWN INITIATIVE

An Apple a Day’s identity is based on the
notion that imagination is what separates
children from adults. Children see possibilities and ideas everywhere they look. Dog and
Pony translated this insight into a font that
aptly defines the identity of An Apple a Day:
a world of its own where development,
stimulus and imagination are paramount.
Each letter is also an icon that references
play and development, an imaginary world
or part of the store and/or surgery.

‘Dude’ tracked down five other

refugeerepublic.

DESIGN: POWER OF ART HOUSE

Worldwide, more than 59 million people
are currently running from war, violence
and oppression. And they all have their
own story. Stories that no one is concerned
about. Or even worse, people that no one is
concerned about. That’s why Power of Art
House, founded by Saskia Stolz, took the
initiative to give a face to refugees and tell
their stories. This collective of designers,
socio-cultural entrepreneurs, producers and
other creative minds decided to do so in the
form of a guerrilla street art project. Based
on ten real people who had to run at some
point in their lives, they made thousands of
miniature figures.

involved in the refugee crisis.



In September, the figures were distributed
in Amsterdam and The Hague, and – thanks
to being movable – are now appearing all
over the place. The visual platform movingpeople.nu tells the powerful, unexpected
stories behind the miniatures and allows
visitors to share images and links to the
figures via social media.
Without pointing any fingers, Moving People
aims to open people’s eyes and allow them
to take a different view of refugees, of fellow
human beings.

2

SEEING DATA
CLEVER°FRANKE

seeingdata.cleverfranke.com


3

DE VOORKAMER
(THE FRONT ROOM)

Pim van der Mijl
devoorkamer.org


4

IN LIMBO EMBASSY
Manon van Hoeckel

inlimboembassy.org


5

SENSE OF BELONGING #SOB
BNA

bna.nl
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plumber’s
piece
DESIGN: STUDIO ROEX
COMMISSION: OWN INITIATIVE

ANDREAS KNOL
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
BLUELARIX DESIGNWORKS

‘Three design objectives were
set for this project. To start, SMF
Potok Inter’s unique air sterilisation technology needed to be
translated into the product’s
appearance; it couldn’t be
mistaken for a standard air purification or ionisation system.
Both the ergonomics and look
and feel also needed to be suited
to the semi-medical environment.
We formulated a design language

a breath
of fresh air

through internal and external
analysis, user, trend and competitive research and primarily using

Plumber’s Piece is the result of experimentation
with leather. The shape of the vases was
inspired by the shape of the membranes of
expansion tanks used by plumbers. Plumber’s
Piece is an ecological vase, produced entirely
in the Netherlands using traditional, sustainable materials and production methods.
Studio Roex: ‘Dutch manufacturers are
becoming increasingly scarce, including
in the leather industry. It’s a real shame that
so much knowledge is being lost, and that’s
why we’ve entered into a partnership with
a manufacturer in the Netherlands. This
also enables us to maintain greater control
over production and the use of materials.
We work exclusively with vegetable tanned
leather, hence avoiding the use of chrome
tanning agents. This is how we’re making
our contribution to the idea of people,
planet and profit.’

powerful core meaning tools. It
resulted in a design that features
robust, simple shapes and

DESIGN: BLUELARIX DESIGNWORKS
COMMISSION: SMF POTOK INTER, MOSCOW

The Potok 300 bio-inactivation device is
a high-grade medical air treatment system,
built especially for use in hospitals and
dentist’s surgeries. The device is based
on bio-inactivation technology developed
by SMF Potok Inter, currently used in the
International Space Station and previously
in the Mir space station. It uses special nanomaterials and bio-inactivation technology
to kill 99.8% of all known viruses, bacteria
and fungi. Put to use in obstetrics departments, neonatal units and operating theatres,
the devices are an extremely effective supplementary method of managing infections.

complex, precise details using
hard, reliable materials, unique
elements and soft colours with
vivid accents.’

JESKE KAPITEIN
CO-OWNER STUDIO ROEX

‘We have full control over the
production of the “Plumber’s
Piece” and sell the vases in our
own online shops, stores and
galleries. We’ve gained a great
deal of exposure with the vases,
in magazines, online and also on
television. This is an enormous
help when it comes to expanding
our sales locations. We also visit
the stores ourselves. When
determining retail prices, we
have to take the reseller margins
of the stores and galleries into
account.’
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with compliments

magnum
opus

DESIGN: STUDIO JOOST GROOTENS
COMMISSION: VAN DALE UITGEVERS

For nearly five years, Studio Joost Grootens
(SJG) worked tirelessly on the redesign of the
Dikke Van Dale. The design agency focused
primarily on optimising the dictionary’s
functionality. Colour was added to facilitate
navigation through the books and the use of
a specially-designed font improved legibility.
Illustrations by Christiaan Drost were also
introduced for words that are difficult to
define with only written descriptions.
But the necessary changes weren’t confined
to the interior. You’ll notice a drastic change
in the Dikke van Dale at first glance. All of the
previous editions had a dark-coloured cover,
but the latest edition sports a light-grey
exterior – reflecting the modern-day switch
from knowledge being viewed as dark and
heavy to being associated with lightness.

green
haven

While the SJG-designed edition of the
best-known Dutch dictionary is a physical
product, it’s actually the result of an extremely
technological process. The books – each of
them as thick as a fist – weren’t laid out page
by page. Based on a detailed set of layout
instructions, Pre Press Media Groep developed a script that did it automatically. The
development and testing of this script alone
took a year.

DESIGN: SLF
COMMISSION: LIBER DOCK

Law firm Liber Dock is an advocate for
innovation and makes transparent relationships with their clients a top priority. The
firm’s pioneering approach was the starting
point for the complete brand identity
designed for Liber Dock by SLF (Studio Linda
Franse). It resulted in an interior that’s far
removed from what you might expect from
a law firm. The offices were designed to
look like a greenhouse. Natural light, soundproof glass and natural wood elements were
used effectively to create a healthy work
environment that puts the focus on the
relationship with the client.

In addition to the paper version, SJG is
also responsible for the design of an online
version of the dictionary. Improving legibility
was also top priority for the digital release.
This was achieved by introducing a new and
larger font, a light-grey background, and the
use of colour to facilitate interaction. The
mobile website also benefits from a much
simpler and more immediate user experience,
primarily focused on quickly providing
definitions to users.
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novecento
DESIGN: ONTWERPDUO
COMMISSION: OWN INITIATIVE

Alongside the work Ontwerpduo creates
for a range of brands, the studio also designs
their own thematic collection every year.
For Novecento, Ontwerpduo travelled back
in time. The designers drew inspiration
from early twentieth-century products,
items that were usually made to last a lifetime.
Novecento consists of a series of ten products.
The entire collection is imbued with the
modest design language of the past, and was
produced using locally sourced materials –
in warm, timeless colours.

TINEKE BEUNDERS
OWNER OF ONTWERPDUO

‘The idea to design our own
collection every year was born
when our studio was booming.
Things were going so well, in fact,
that the challenge was starting
to diminish for me. I prefer to
come up with the entire concept,
from the appearance of the
design to the ambiance of the
photography and the tone of the
copy. And with our own collections, we can do that over and
over again. By working with
themes, we set certain restrictions for ourselves that actually
improve our creativity.
Nothing’s set in stone regarding
what’s going to be featured in the
collection. So long as it creates
a complete picture. In one
instance, it could be several
commercial products while in
another, it’s research. We create
each product in a small series
which we distribute ourselves.
Each design then goes on to lead
a life of its own. We check
whether minor adjustments are
necessary, how it’s received.
Perhaps an influential brand
would like to include the product
in their collection? We don’t set
specific objectives in advance.’

with compliments

a new
history
DESIGN: STELLA DE KORT
COMMISSION: OWN INITIATIVE

Thirteen advantages of ‘UNM’ mapped out

In De Nieuwe Geschiedenis (The New History),
Stella de Kort sets out to portray the world
around her as if it had been abandoned by
people. How will people look back on our
surroundings a hundred years from now?
What will remain of a space devoid of people?
Stella de Kort’s innovative work recently
won the Fiep Westendorp Stimuleringsprijs,
an award for up-and-coming illustrators.

you
and
me
DESIGN: NINA GRAZIOSI
COMMISSION: LENSVELT

Open-plan offices: not an area where
interior architects can expect to get much
credit. Desk systems all look similar and
they’re nearly impossible to adjust to the style
of the interior. Such workplaces often look
agitated due to the varying desktop heights.

In her own interior architect’s studio, Nina
Graziosi also recognised the shortcomings of
existing desk systems. She therefore teamed
up with furniture manufacturer Lensvelt to
compile a list of 13 prerequisites for the ideal
workstation system. Only then did work
begin on developing the UNM (You and Me).
What’s special about this system is the
technology used to adjust the height of the
desktops – usually found in either the legs
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or side panels of the desk. However, for UNM,
it’s been moved to a horizontal strip on the
back of the desktop. This allows the workstations to maintain the appearance of a sleek
block, even though the desktops themselves
are at different heights. More than simply
being an optical illusion, the horizontal strip
is also a way to adjust the workstations to
their environment – it can be manufactured
in various materials, as can the side panels.
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ROLF COPPENS
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
GRRR


fietsy

‘Late in 2014, the province of
Noord-Holland launched
HollandCall, a type of hackathon
to utilise start-up thinking for
innovation. The province invited

DESIGN: GRRR

creatives to come up with a

COMMISSION: OWN INITIATIVE

concept and accompanying business model to help the region

enoki
DESIGN: VBAT

Amsterdam is being inundated with tourists
and too few visitors are finding their way to
the wider region’s cultural offerings. With
their own start-up, Grrr tackled both of these
problems at once by developing Fietsy, a fresh
and sustainable alternative to the customary
bus trip through the tulip fields! With an
accompanying app, Fietsy takes you out for
a day on an e-bike. The design agency hopes
to motivate the 90% of tourists that don’t
venture beyond the city during their stay to
also discover the provincial delights on offer.
Fietsy guides the way, the user sets the pace.

COMMISSION: NS

reach a wider audience. They
would become the first investor
in the best concepts.
Together with Annelies Termeer,
we came up with “Fietsy”.
We realised that the traditional
method of billing by the hour
was no longer ideal, and therefore started looking for new ways
to collaborate with our clients.
This allows us to retain more
control over the project and

premium

our own creativity. We won the
HollandCall and are now busy
getting Fietsy properly off the
ground as a separate company.
It requires a major investment,

What does today’s train passenger actually
want? It’s a question that the NS (Nationale
Spoorwegen, the Dutch rail operator)
frequently considers, because consumer
desires keep changing. In addition to the
traditional predilection for quick and cheap,
today’s culinary trends are increasingly
edging towards fare that is healthy and
responsible, while also being delicious.

in the form of our own time.’

Together with branding agency VBAT and
food development agency Mister Kitchen,
NS developed a completely new concept
that will be introduced to train users in the
coming year. Enoki Fresh Asian Take Away
is inspired by Southeast Asian food culture,
with dishes generally viewed as being
healthy and easy to digest.
The Enoki stores radiate a cosmopolitan vibe
and feature a streamlined design reminiscent of Japanese pavilions. The interior is
modular and transparent, and dishes are made
to order in an open kitchen to maximise
the perception of quality. The selection is
inspired by Asian street food.

Pollaan 1 | 7202 BV Zutphen | +31 575 743 230 | info@velpa.nl
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shop & sales

Good wine doesn’t need an award. However, it’s helpful that the
grocery store mentions it in their flyer. That’s also how it works with
design. We’re all making beautiful work. Whether it’s commissioned
or not. But where can you buy it? We’re pleased to feature this work
our shop window. And occasionally with a special discount.

LET’S DO
COFFEE?
To study developments related to
entrepreneurship, policy and innovation in the creative industries, Koen
van Vliet and Jozien Wijkhuijs decided
to interview fifteen entrepreneurs
and five scientists about their working
methods and views on current developments in this sector.
The result is ‘We moeten eens koffie

TABLE CONFETTI

drinken’ (we should get coffee sometime), a book that encourages the
debate about the creative industries

Start a party on your table with

and provides insight into the different

TableConfetti! It’s a set of coasters in

expectations and definitions of

a variety of sizes. The coasters are

creative entrepreneurship.

created by Vij5 using their own waste
materials. The colours and stitching

WWW.KOENVVLIET.NL

are therefore dependent on the
available materials.
WWW.VIJ5.NL

39.95

32.50
PIGEON SERVICE

KSX

In 2014, for the Texture Museum of

Every year Jozef Sechs presents the

Flax in Kortrijk, Christien Meindertsma

posh catalogue of KSX, his mail order

created a permanent installation

company for luxury products. But this

consisting of 200 pigeons. She was

time, he’s giving the presentation

inspired by the spy pigeons that

from the hospital. He grabs his hospital

were locked up in the Linen Thread

bed while promoting the latest prod-

Company building during the First

ucts to the media, enlisting the help

World War – the current location of

of his son Max. But is selling luxury

the Texture Museum.

goods really what Max wants to do?

The pigeons are made entirely out

KSX is the first graphic novel by Roel

of flax. The linen comes from five

Venderbosch.

different flax weavers in Belgium.
The pigeons are made by hand and

WWW.DEHARMONIE.NL

filled with flax seeds.
WWW.CHRISTIENMEINDERTSMA.COM
WWW.THOMASEYCK.COM

40

19.90
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experiment

FACTS & FIGURES

The Netherlands is home to 11,000
hectares of tulip fields, and each
hectare accounts for 800,000
bulbs. One hectare can produce
1,200 kilos of tulip powder.

valuable waste

Powder coating

Presentation Dutch Design Week

TEXT FLOOR VAN ESSEN

The paint industry isn’t exactly what you’d call
sustainable, but even this sector is gradually
turning a shade of green. Demand for natural
colouring agents is increasing, and what’s more
naturally colourful than flowers? Designer Tjeerd
Veenhoven explored the possibilities and experimented with pigments from tulip petals.
Value chain development is central to Tjeerd
Veenhoven’s work. He experiments with raw
materials in his quest to discover new materials and applications. Sustainability remains
an important requirement. ‘As a designer,
I believe that you need to make conscious
decisions regarding the materials you use,
no matter what.’
Veenhoven gained widespread recognition
with Palmleer (Palm Leather), a project that
typifies his method of working. He developed
a leathery material from palm leaves, which
he then used to design a range of products.

For his latest project, Veenhoven has turned
his attention to a cultural icon and one of
the Netherlands’s most famous exports:
the tulip.
A NEW RAW MATERIAL
The flower bulb industry has been under
pressure for quite some time, due to European
regulations on crop protection methods –
or as Veenhoven prefers to refer to them,
crop-fighting methods. The bulb growing
process takes a heavy toll on the environment. In order to grow large bulbs, the flowers
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are harvested from their stems in May and
June every year. This allows the bulb to draw
all the nutrition from the leaves and stem,
without wasting energy on making the flower
grow and bloom. Following this so-called
‘topping’ process, lots of chemicals are used
to protect the bulb and keep the damaged
plant and the waste flowers on the fields free
of mould. However, the European Union is
now curbing the use of these toxins in a push
to make the bulb industry more sustainable.
A positive side effect of this initiative is that
reusing the waste flowers is becoming an
interesting proposition, and they’re gaining
an economic value.
‘Three years ago, my studio and I began investigating the potential of using chemical-free,
colourful flower heads’, explains Tjeerd
Veenhoven. ‘I bought the harvest from
one hectare. We dried the flower heads and
sorted them by colour before pulverising
them into a very fine powder: the tulip
pigment. We then began looking into
applications for this colouring agent which

is completely natural and obtained using
energy-efficient means.’ When asked about
the colour fastness of the pigment, Veenhoven
answers: ‘Of the fifty types of tulips that
we examined, five of them proved to have
reasonable to good natural UV resistance.
We also add several ingredients to the dry
powder to help prevent discolouration. It’s
important to note that these aren’t synthetic
ingredients, they’re preservatives that we
discovered by studying how food is preserved.’
Last October, Tjeerd Veenhoven presented
his latest project at Dutch Design Week
under the name TulipPigments, displaying
a powder-coated chair and several other
objects that had undergone the same treatment. ‘The pigment has an impressive array
of applications. We initially used it to make
paint and ink. But I didn’t think that was
interested enough; it has very little added
value and doesn’t add much to the process.
I was looking for a more imaginative way
of using the pigments, that’s also important

for the sustainability story. Powder coating
was where we ended up – a friendly system
and treatment that increases the aesthetic
value of a product.’
GREENWASHING
This is the first time that pigment has been
extracted from flower petals for large-scale
application. Nevertheless, Tjeerd Veenhoven
doesn’t view the colouring agent as an new
invention. ‘I see material research as part of
the design process.’ That may sound obvious,
and many designers will be able to relate to
the sentiment, but Veenhoven’s experiments
with raw materials actually go much further.
They form the foundation of his work
while providing a means to create ecological
awareness.
Veenhoven: ‘TulipPigments is currently in
the prototype phase. It quickly became clear
that I wanted to turn the coloured pigments
into an interior coating. But whether I apply
the coating to a stool, or preferably a lampshade, for example, depends on which item
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does the technique the most justice. I expect
to have something ready for production
next year. And then we’ll need to turn our
attention to selecting a partner. They’ll also
have to appreciate the importance of the
story behind the product and be able to put
it into context with the right sales channels.
Nowadays, the sustainability label is too
easily applied to things. But you have to watch
out for greenwashing and ensure that what
you say and do is real. TulipPigments got a
warm reception during Dutch Design Week,
which is certainly positive. What surprises
people the most is that this material can
be made from something that grows in our
own back gardens.’
WWW.TJEERDVEENHOVEN.COM
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Every Dude is created by the BNO and our partners. In its current form,
Dude wouldn’t be possible without the support of design agency
Dietwee, paper supplier Antalis, printer Aeroprint and binder Hexspoor.
On the following pages, our partners introduce themselves with
a project that illustrates the passion with which they ply their trades.

IT ’S ALWAYS PARTY TIME

CHRONICLE OF
A TEXTILE FAMILY
ANTALIS

AEROPRINT

GRADUATION 2015
HEXSPOOR
The 2015 graduation catalogue from the Design Academy
Eindhoven contains nearly 150 graduation projects that were
on display at the Graduation Show 2015 during Dutch Design
Week in Eindhoven. In addition to a foreword by creative
director Thomas Widdershoven and an essay by Jurriënne
Ossewold, you’ll also find interviews with heads of the various
departments. They offer insight into how the academy works
and the unique character of each department.

Menko is a detailed and beautifully designed chronicle of
a prestigious textile family from Twente. Graphic designers
Beukers Scholma were responsible for the design, which
earned them the Oversijssel prize for the most original book
of the year.
In 1854, Jewish entrepreneur Nathan Menko founded the
N.J. Menko textile company in Enschede. The book follows
the three generations of the family who ran the firm. Members
of the Menko family played an important role in textile
education, as well as the Nederlandse Israëlitische Gemeente
Enschede (Dutch-Israelite Community of Enschede) and the
Joodse Raad (Dutch Jewish Council).

The catalogue was designed by Haller Brun, printed by Die
Keure and bound by Hexspoor using Schweizer Broschur binding
with a dark grey linen spine. The cover is made from singlesided brown cardboard, printed in black offset and white
screen-print. Most of the interior pages are printed in full
colour on velvet paper from Igepa. The opening pages for each
department are made from Muscat New Brown paper, also
printed in black offset and white screen-print. The different
materials used to create the catalogue are a nice reflection
of the tangibility and sensibility that’s evident in many of the
students’ projects.

The woven labels on the cover and the fabric patterns found
throughout the interior call to mind the once flourishing
textile industry in Twente. The historic photographs are
beautifully reproduced on Munken Print White, a special
kind of heavy, uncoated paper from Arctic Paper.
The book was commissioned by Stad en Bedrijf for Rob Menko.

The jury on the multiculture party calendar:
‘It’s a fresh design with fun illustrations that also fits with
the spirit of the times. We were making our decision just after
the horrific events at the Chalie Hebdo office. But we tried
to distance ourselves and avoid taking it into consideration.
The overall opinion: It’s simple and effective!’

This year, just like every other, Drukkerij Aeroprint is an
enthusiastic supporter of the Dutch calendar competition.
A few years ago, the competition added a student category to
encourage talented young people pursuing creative degrees
to develop concepts for calendars and/or appointment diaries.
The winning student calendar of this year’s competition was
designed by Bram Esveldt and Giomar Rila from the Grafisch
Lyceum Utrecht. They were inspired by the idea that every
culture has its own holidays, and therefore, in a multicultural
society, it’s always party time. The multiculture party calendar
will put a smile on the face of even the biggest sourpuss. As a
bonus, every month includes postcards you can send to friends
or family. By wishing others a ‘Happy…’, we can learn more
about each other’s cultures.

Aeroprint is producing the calendar; if you’d like one,
request a copy by emailing erwin@aeroprint.nl.

www.aeroprint.nl

www.hexspoor.nl

www.antalis.nl
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TEDx LET GO DEPOT
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also provides space for inspiring speakers and workshops.
Everything you need to contribute to positive change.

What would you be willing to give up to move step closer
to the positive change we so desperately need in this world?
This paradox is the theme of TEDxUtrecht 2016. TEDxUtrecht
asks us to reflect on the personal baggage that’s holding
us back. As a prelude to the event on 17 January in Tivoli/
Vredenburg you can be part of the experience at Let(’s) Go
Depot in Hoog Catharijne by leaving behind an object that
symbolises the habit that you’d like to give up. The depot

Olin Smooth high white

cost € 14 plus shipping.
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WE NEED LESS OF THE SAME
AND MORE OF THE DIFFERENT

Prices include VAT.
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as little harm as possible

Dietwee is founding partner of TEDxUtrecht and also
shares responsibility for the event’s theme, communications
and design.

to the environment.
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